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Announcing Some New Principals
Back in 1999, we assembled our new company on one guiding principle:

that the value of our services would equal the sum of our staff.

Over the years, our success in growing our small company has been a

reflection of this principle—such that the scope and range of what we

provide is the result of the integrity of our collective professional capabilities.

So it is with complete confidence that we are promoting Mike Alter,

Don Hanson, and Tom Suriano to positions as principal hydrogeologists

at Clear Creek Associates, responsible for technical, contractual, and

business matters.

So, three new principals; one long-standing principle; and a single priority:

to provide quality-focused, very responsive, integrated hydrologic services.

A few thoughts about a good team:

Joining founding partners
(from left) Doug Bartlett and
Marvin Glotfelty as Principals
of Clear Creek Associates
in Phoenix are:

Thomas R. Suriano, R.G., joined
Clear Creek in 2006, bringing
twenty-two years of experience
managing environmental and
water resources projects.

Donald P. Hanson, R.G., joined
Clear Creek in 2000 and has
twenty-two years of experience
managing environmental and
water resources projects.

And in Tucson:

Michael L. Alter, R.G., joined
Clear Creek Associates at its
inception in 1999 as head of the
Tucson office and brings thirteen
years of experience consulting
on environmental and water
resources projects.

in Phoenix:
6155 E. Indian School Rd., Suite 100, Scottsdale, Arizona 85251
(480) 659-7131, (480) 659-7134 fax

in Tucson:
221 N. Court Ave., Suite 101, Tucson, Arizona 85701
(520) 622-3222, (520) 622-4040 fax

www.clearcreekassociates.com
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Mandate To Deliver Quality

Since the Levelogger Gold was launched at the beginning of 2006,

Solinst has shipped thousands and thousands of units to satisfied

customers all over the world.  

"Our mandate is to design and deliver high quality products, and back it up
with our 3 Year Warranty, demonstrating the Solinst commitment to our
customers."

— Sarah Belshaw, President 

The Levelogger Gold is a  self contained water level datalogger, which is

completely designed, developed and manufactured in-house, in the tradition

of all Solinst high quality products. The Levelogger Gold uses infra-red data

transfer, providing the flexibility of installing by use of a simple wireline or by

using a Direct Read Cable to surface. The Levelogger Gold includes a

pressure transducer, temperature thermistor, 10 year lithium battery (based

on 1 reading per minute), and internal data logger with a capacity of 

40,000 temperature and water level data points.
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Maintenance Free Design/Lifetime Calibration
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The Endangered Species Act (ESA) was passed in 1973 to protect species and habitat, 
yet it has had far-reaching impacts on water management, especially in the West where 
competition for water is growing. In places such as the Klamath River Basin in the 
Northwest and Texas’s Edwards Aquifer region, ESA issues have triggered major conflicts, 
but have also served as a focal point for bringing together disparate parties—many 
of whom have no direct interest in the species themselves—to work out water-sharing 
agreements. In other areas, incompatibilities between the ESA and other laws such as the 
Clean Water Act and court-determined stream adjudications place water management 
agencies in no-win situations. Increasingly, meeting the water needs of species is gaining 
priority relative to those of other water users, whose shares must then be adjusted. In this 
issue, we look at several examples of how the ESA affects water management.

We are pleased to note that Southwest Hydrology is now being printed on recycled paper 
with environmentally friendly, soy-based ink. This change was implemented in the 
May/June 2008 issue. 

We welcome two new sponsors of Southwest Hydrology in this issue: the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research and the New Mexico Office of the State Engineer/Interstate 
Stream Commission. They, together with our other 2008 sponsors (see page 9) and our 
advertisers make continued publication of this magazine possible. We are grateful to all of 
our supporters as well as the contributors to this issue.

Betsy Woodhouse, Publisher

A bimonthly trade magazine for hydrologists, water managers, and other professionals working with water issues.
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T h e  R e s o u r c e  f o r  S e m i - A r i d  H y d r o l o g y

The endangered southwestern willow 
flycatcher is a “poster species” for 
water-related Endangered Species Act 
issues in the Southwest. It lives in dense 
riparian vegetation, which is becoming 
increasingly scarce in many areas. This 
13-day old fledgling was photographed 
in the Kern River Valley, California, by 
Bob Steele Photography. 
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Publishing Southwest Hydrology furthers SAHRA’s 
mission of promoting sustainable management 
of water resources in semi-arid regions.

This publication is supported by SAHRA (Sustainability of semi-Arid Hydrology and Riparian Areas) under the STC Program of the National Science Foundation, Agreement 
No. EAR-9876800.  Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of SAHRA or of the National Science Foundation.
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Lisa M. McKnight
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“incidental take,” “harm,” or “habitat 
degradation”? Learn about ESA’s 
regulatory requirements and agency/
manager responsibilities. Take a minute 
to deconstruct ESA’s legal terminology 
to keep your water project from harm 
and we promise we won’t adversely 
modify or jeopardize your thinking.
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the Klamath
Betsy Woodhouse and Dwight Russell
Endangered fi sh, commercial fi sheries, 
tribal interests, agriculture, hydropower, 
and domestic water needs all compete 
for Klamath River water. Shifting 
priorities, drought, and fi sh kills 
have further muddied the remaining 
waters, leaving no clear solution.

20 Raising Endangered Fish in New Mexico
Grace M. Haggerty, Douglas Tave, 
Rolf Schmidt-Petersen, and John Stomp
To maintain populations, bridge water 
shortages, and breed the endangered 
Rio Grande silvery minnow for 
reintroduction into its historic range, 
two refugia have been constructed 
in the Middle Rio Grande.

22 The Edwards Aquifer: ESA-Driven 
Management
Todd Votteler
After decades of confl ict over water 
from the Edwards Aquifer in Texas, 
a lawsuit concerning the federal 
Endangered Species Act brought state 
regulation to the aquifer, resulting 
in the establishment of a regional 
authority to regulate pumping. Other 
states may want to pay attention.

24 Weaving Disparate Threads:
CWA and ESA
Richard Meyerhoff and Mark Murphy

 The Endangered Species Act and the 
Clean Water Act of the 1970s both 
address environmental degradation, but 
their respective species-specifi c and 
waterbody-specifi c goals can create 
confl icts. How can the requirements of 
both be met? 

26 The Lower Colorado River Multi-Species 
Conservation Program
John Swett, Laura Vecerina, and 
Terry Fulp
This large-scale program led by 
Reclamation involves dozens of 
stakeholders and aims to protect 
26 species for 50 years along the 
Colorado River from Lake Mead 
to Mexico, while simultaneously 
meeting the demands of all other 
water users. How? Examples of 
early efforts illustrate the types of 
activities that will be involved.

28 How Much Water Do Stream-Dependent 
Species Need?
Andrew Hautzinger, John Hickey, and 
David Walker
How do we determine how much 
water—at what frequencies, intervals, 
and magnitudes—that threatened and 
endangered species need? Hydrologic 
models combined with known 
ecological requirements of native 
habitat allow impacts of reservoir 
releases and water management 
policies to be evaluated before 
any changes are implemented.
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Endangered Species
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) is increasingly forcing water managers to maintain 
a quantity and quality of water suitable for certain species and their habitats. This raises 
a number of challenges, not the least of which is determining how much water a species 
or habitat actually needs. In many situations, confl icts between ESA and other laws 
means that the loss of some species or habitat is unavoidable, but ESA has provisions 
for that too, such as restoring habitat or creating it elsewhere. ESA’s reach has extended 
far beyond species, however, in being a catalyst for developing water management 
plans for a wide variety of stakeholders, as illustrated in these feature articles.
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ON THE GROUND
Survey Sez

Gary Woodard – SAHRA, University of Arizona

Southwest Hydrology (SWH) surveyed 
its subscribers in March to learn more 
about our readers and how we might 
improve the magazine. Over 850 readers 
responded to the web-based survey. 

Your Interests

Survey responses to the open-ended 
question about what topics SWH should 
cover revealed much about readers’ 
interests. The most frequently requested 
topic was climate change and drought, 
including: climate forecasting, climate 
change impacts on both water quantity and 
water quality, monsoon effects, global and 
local impacts, and responses to climate 
change by agencies. Readers want to know 
what the climate impacts are on hydrologic 
systems, ecosystems, and socioeconomic 
systems, and what the climate models 
are predicting and how certain they are.

Another very popular category is 
conservation and water reuse, including: 
rainwater harvesting; public perception 
issues of water reuse; conservation 
strategies, technologies, and efficiencies; 
treatment technologies; and the relation 
of conservation to growth. The focus 
of conservation interest ranged from 
individual homeowners to agriculture, 
municipalities, and public lands.

Other oft-requested topics included legal/
policy/regulatory issues (very popular), the 
Colorado River (the typical suggestion was 
simply “more” about the river), natural 
and artificial recharge, and conjunctive 
use and surface water-groundwater 
interaction. More water quality topics 
were also requested, including nutrient 
contamination, perchlorate, salinity, and 
the arsenic standard.

A number of respondents would like 
more coverage of active or successful 
projects, case studies, novel approaches, 
and applied hydrology. Our On the Ground 
department is designed specifically to 
feature such project summaries, so all of 

you, take note: send us 600 words and a 
photo or two about what you’re up to!

SWH Responds

The suggestions from the survey are 
being used to plan future feature topics. In 
response to specific questions, SWH plans 
to maintain or increase coverage in the 
Government, R&D, and On the Ground 
departments and reduce coverage in the 
less-popular People and Company Line 
sections. Our science-policy balance will 
remain about the same. The three-month 
lag between writing articles and mailing 
the issue makes coverage of rapidly 
changing law and policy developments 
difficult, but we will work in additional 
legal news as we are able—such as 
legislative summaries by state. 

Many respondents suggested new 
sections, such as summaries of current 
conditions and forecasts for hydrologic 
and climatologic factors, including 
water table and dam elevations, river 
discharge, and snowpack, which we 
had already been considering. 

About You

Who are SWH subscribers? Of the survey 
respondents, 78 percent are male and 
have worked in the water resources 
field an average of 20 years. They are 
well-educated: 73 percent hold a post-
graduate degree and nearly half hold a 
water-related certificate or registration. 
Typically, they manage two employees. 

Respondents reported they read an 
average of two other sources of industry 
news. Most popular were the National 

Ground Water Association’s Ground 
Water (38 percent), U.S. Water News 
(34 percent), publications of state 
hydrologic organizations (31 percent) 
and the American Water Resources 
Association’s Journal (22 percent). 

Our respondents work for a wide array 
of organizations, including federal, 
state, or local government (41 percent); 
private consultants (28 percent); 
university faculty, staff, or students 
(20 percent); water providers (about 
4 percent), and nongovernmental 
organizations (3 percent). 

We asked how satisfied our subscribers 
were with various aspects of their 
professional life. Overall, 79 percent 
reported being very or somewhat 
satisfied (see chart below). The area of 
greatest satisfaction was the “quality 
of people I work with,” followed by 
a tie between job security, intellectual 
stimulation, and impact of your 
work on society. Apparently there 
are substantial nonmonetary benefits 
to a career in water resources. 

On the other hand, respondents were 
mainly “somewhat” satisfied with their 
pay and benefits, and less happy with 
their work load and work schedule. 
The area of lowest satisfaction was 
opportunities for advancement. 

Thanks to all the respondents who 
provided this valuable feedback. 

Detailed statistics from the survey are available at 
www.swhydro.arizona.edu.

Quality of people I work with

Job security

Impact of my work on society

Intellectual stimulation

Pay and benefits

Workload and schedule

Opportunities for advancement

Overall satisfaction
0 850600400

number of respondents
200

very satisfiedsomewhat satisfiedneutralsomewhat dissatisfieddissatisfied

Survey results indicate a high level of job satisfaction among respondents.
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AZ County Requires Water 
Before Development

Earlier this year, Cochise County in 
southern Arizona became the first county 
in the state to amend zoning regulations to 
require new subdivisions to meet the state’s 
100-year water adequacy requirements 
before being approved. This requirement 
already exists within Arizona’s five Active 
Management Areas (AMAs) that cover the 
major metropolitan areas, but rural areas 
outside the AMAs had no such authority. 
However, last year the Arizona legislature 

moved to allow counties, cities, and 
towns outside AMAs to enact their own 
legislation requiring similar demonstrations. 

Three years ago, the Arizona Department 
of Water Resources (ADWR) determined 
that the Upper San Pedro Basin, which 
lies largely within Cochise County, did 
not warrant AMA designation because 
adequate water supplies exist to meet 
future needs. Many disagreed with this 
decision, claiming the water demands of 
the rapidly growing city of Sierra Vista 
and nearby U.S. Army’s Fort Huachuca 
threatened the flow and ecosystem of the 

upper San Pedro River. The new zoning 
regulations will now allow the county to 
manage its water resources more closely.

An adequate water supply is defined by 
ADWR as sufficient groundwater, surface 
water, or effluent of adequate quality to 
satisfy the proposed use for at least 100 
years. The supply must be continuously, 
legally, and physically available. In 
addition, the financial capability to 
construct the water delivery, treatment, 
and storage facilities must exist. Tom 
Whitmer of ADWR elaborated on these 
requirements to the Sierra Vista Herald: 
If the subdivision will be distributing 
water from a provider or central system, 
that water use must not cause the water 
table to fall further than 1,200 feet below 
the surface for 100 years. If no central 
system is to be used and private wells 
on each lot are planned, the combined 
projected water use of the subdivision 
must not cause the water level elevation to 
fall more than 400 feet below the surface. 
A subdivision is defined by ADWR as 
six or more parcels in which at least 
one covers less than 36 acres. The new 
regulation does not affect the installation 
of individual wells by private landowners.

The Herald reported that although 
the Cochise County supervisors 
approved the zoning amendment, some 
expressed concern over whether smaller 
developments could afford the hydrologic 
studies necessary to make the adequacy 
demonstration. ADWR is aware of that 
concern, said Scott Miller of the agency’s 
assured and adequate water supply 
program, and is figuring out ways to help 
the smaller developments, according to 

the paper.

Visit www.azwater.gov and www.svherald.com.

Planning Proceeds on Utah’s 
Powell Pipeline

Documents submitted to the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) this 
spring put into motion the public review 
process and environmental assessment of 

GOVERNMENT

HydroFacts
Number of species ever listed as threatened or endangered: 1,353
Number of species ever delisted for any reason: 41 (3 percent)
Source: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Number of environmental laws waived by Homeland Security in April 2008
to build the final 470 miles of border fence:  30
Source: CNN

Date that desert-nesting bald eagles were listed under ESA: March 11, 1967
Date U.S. Fish & Wildlife removed protection: July 9, 2007
Date court reinstated protection: March 5, 2008
Various sources

Annual rate of listing species as “threatened” or
“endangered” under ESA by administration:
Source: Wikipedia, retrieved June 5, 2008
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a proposed pipeline from Lake Powell into 
southern Utah. The pipeline will extend 
139 miles to Sand Hollow Reservoir 
near St. George, then another 38 miles to 
Iron County. The project was approved 
in 2006 to enable Utah to make use of 
some of its 400,000 acre-feet-per-year 
allotment of Colorado River water that is 
currently not used. Utah’s total Colorado 
River allocation is 1.37 million acre-feet 
per year. The southern Utah pipeline will 
deliver 100,000 acre-feet annually at 
full development to Washington, Kane, 
and Iron counties, whose populations 
are expected to grow three to six percent 
annually over the next several decades, 
according to The [St. George] Spectrum.

The project will include pumping 
facilities at Glen Canyon Dam and 
additional booster facilities to provide 
the needed 2,000-foot lift. Hydroelectric 
generation facilities will also be 
constructed to take advantage of the 
2,800-foot fall between the high point 
and the end of the pipeline; their 
operation necessitates FERC licensing.

The state will pay for the pipeline and 
the three county water conservancy 
districts will repay the costs through 
water sales to its members. Licenses, 
permits, and the record of decision on the 
environmental impact statement should 
be completed by 2012, according to 
the Utah Division of Water Resources. 
Construction is scheduled to begin in 2015 
so that water delivery can start in 2020.

While some embrace the pipeline as 
the water supply solution to the area’s 
inevitable growth, opponents say much 
more information is needed about its 
potential environmental impacts and true 
costs before it moves forward, according 
to The Spectrum. Estimates of the 
construction cost range from $585 million 
to $2 billion. Furthermore, current water 
use in the southern Utah area ranges from 
about 250 to nearly 400 gallons per capita 
per day; opponents say conservation 
efforts and growth limits could make the 

continued on next page
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GOVERNMENT (continued)
pipeline unnecessary. Concerns about 
climate change and its impact on the 
reliability of the Colorado River as a 
future water supply have also been raised.

Visit www.water.utah.gov/LakePowellPipeline/
Alignment/ and www.thespectrum.com.

NM Bill Eases Restrictions on 
Water Rights Acquisitions

In late February, New Mexico Gov. Bill 
Richardson signed legislation to improve 
the way the state can acquire water to meet 
the demand of the Pecos River Compact. 
The 1948 compact provides for equitable 
division and apportionment of the use of 
the river between New Mexico and Texas. 

SB 227 allows the state of New Mexico 
to purchase water rights in the Pecos 
Valley without the extra expense of 
purchasing the underlying land, as 
previously mandated. It also enables 
the Interstate Stream Commission to 
sell parcels of land previously acquired 
for water rights, which will save the 
state money on upkeep of the land. 

Farmers in the Pecos Valley may benefit 
from the new law because it enables 
them to sell part of their water while 
keeping their land. The new law took 
effect immediately. 

Visit www.governor.state.nm.us.

Waste Dump at TX/NM Border 
Raises Concerns

A proposed facility to store low-level 
radioactive uranium waste appeared to 
be moving forward last spring despite 
concerns over its potential to contaminate 
groundwater, according to the Houston 
Chronicle. The site is located in Andrews 
County about 130 miles west of Midland, 
Texas, near the New Mexico border. It 
would store material from a Fernald, 
Ohio, weapons processing plant that is 
currently being stored above ground there. 
In March, the executive director of the 
Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality (TCEQ) recommended approval 
of Waste Control Specialists’ (WCS) 
license application for the facility.

According to the Chronicle, the proposed 
facility has drawn controversy over 
fears of groundwater contamination 
and suspicion that its approval is being 
greased by the political connections 
of WCS. WCS is owned by Harold 
Simmons, who since 2001 has contributed 
nearly $500,000 to Gov. Rick Perry, 
who appoints the state’s environmental 
commissioners, the newspaper said.

Last summer, four geologists and 
engineers recommended to TCEQ that 
the license for the dump be denied, 
reported the Chronicle, but WCS 

countered that its data and models 
showed the facility would be safe even 
if precipitation increased dramatically 
in the future. The company would also 
install additional wells to monitor soil 
moisture under the proposed license.

“Glenn Lewis, a writer who worked with 
the technical team that evaluated the 
adjacent site for the low-level radioactive 
waste dump, said additional wells will not 
solve the problem of nearby groundwater. 
Lewis resigned from TCEQ last year 
over the agency’s handling of the license 
applications,” reported the Chronicle.

Visit www.chron.com.

Water Agencies Form 
Climate Alliance

United by the fact that climate change 
may pose a major long-term challenge to 
delivering high-quality drinking water, 
eight large water agencies have formed the 
Water Utility Climate Alliance (WUCA). 
The alliance will work to improve research 
on the impacts of climate change on water 
utilities, develop strategies for adapting to 
climate change, and implement tactics to 
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. 

Comprised of Denver Water, the 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California, New York City Department 
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of Environmental Protection, Portland 
Water Bureau, San Diego County Water 
Authority, the San Francisco Public 
Utilities Commission, Seattle Public 
Utilities, and the Southern Nevada Water 
Authority, WUCA agencies collectively 
supply drinking water to more than 36 
million people. 

In its first official act last spring, WUCA 
provided comment on the “Summary of 
Revised Research Plan” prepared by the 
U.S. Climate Change Science Program 
(CCSP). WUCA identified key research 
needs that would improve their members’ 
ability to develop strategies to cope with 
potential impacts of climate change: 

• Reduce uncertainty in climate change 
projections by improving and refining 
global climate models and applying 
them at the regional or local level;

• Enhance the collection, maintenance, 
and accessibility of information to make 
data more useful in decision-making;

• Ensure that water providers worldwide 
have access to consistent climate data;

• Develop decision-support tools for 
planning, decision-making, and 
policy-making that can accommodate 
deep uncertainty and the potential 
for abrupt climate changes; and

• Coordinate international research efforts, 
particularly with those countries that 

are already experiencing the effects of 
climate change, such as Australia.

Visit www.sfwater.org. 

Final Partner Signs On for Drop 2

In April, Metropolitan Water District 
of Southern California’s Board of 
Directors authorized $28.7 million to 
join agencies in Arizona and Nevada 
to fund construction of the 8,000-
acre-foot Drop 2 Reservoir, to be 
built near the All-American Canal 
in Imperial County, California. 

At times, Colorado River water users 
downstream of Parker Dam reduce 
or cancel their water orders after rain 
events or other circumstances change 
their water needs. Depending on 
operational circumstances at the time, 
the water cannot always be stored for 
later use and flows on to Mexico, but 
is not included as part of Mexico’s 
allocation of Colorado River water—
thus the water is considered “lost.” 

With the new reservoir in place, this non-
storable water will be diverted into the 
All-American Canal at Imperial Diversion 
Dam, then into the Drop 2 Reservoir. The 
water will then be released back into the 
All-American Canal for delivery to and 
use by the Imperial Irrigation District 

according to an approved operations plan. 
Once completed in late 2010, the reservoir 
is expected to provide up to 3.5 million 
acre-feet of water over 50 years. 

Under the funding agreement, 
Metropolitan and the Central Arizona 
Water Conservation District (CAWCD) 
will reimburse Southern Nevada Water 
Authority (SNWA) for their share of the 
$172 million paid to the U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation to build the Drop 2 Reservoir. 
In return, Reclamation, which will design 
and build the facility, will make a total of 
600,000 acre-feet of water available to the 
three agencies through 2036. CAWCD, 
along with Metropolitan, will receive 
100,000 acre-feet, while SNWA will take 
delivery of 400,000 acre-feet. Metropolitan 
will be the first agency to take delivery 
of the water through 2010, provided that 
Colorado River shortages are not declared. 

Visit www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/drop2/faqs.
html and www.mwdh2o.com.

Impacts of Delta Delivery
Cuts Widespread

Last year, a federal court order curtailed 
the amount of water that state and 
federal water projects are permitted 
to pump from the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin Delta between December 

continued on next page
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GOVERNMENT (continued)
and June in order to protect the 
threatened Delta smelt. Those 
restrictions went into effect this year.

In early January, the California 
Department of Water Resources (DWR) 
announced that 2008 allocations from 
the State Water Project (SWP) would 
be 25 percent of requests, but after 
abundant January precipitation, the 
amount was increased to 35 percent. 

A Feb. 28, 2008 snow survey showed 
Sierra snowpack at 118 percent of 
normal. However, due to the number 
of dead Delta smelt recovered at the 
pumping plant, DWR at that time 
reduced SWP pumping rates to 25 
percent of the rate normally pumped 
at that time of year, or about 2,000 
cubic feet per second (cfs) compared 
to the normal 8,000 cfs. Two weeks 
later, DWR further reduced the SWP 
pumping rate to about 1,500 cfs. 

On May 1, the final snow survey of the 
season indicated snow water content had 
fallen to just 67 percent of normal for 
the date. Much of the snow water was 
being absorbed by dry soils resulting 
from last year’s extremely dry weather, 
said DWR, and March and April 2008 
precipitation was the lowest on record 
(since 1921) in the northern Sierra. 
Nevertheless, DWR projects 2008 
deliveries will be 35 percent of requests 
overall. Pumping rates can increase 
somewhat this summer once the smelt 
migrate away from the pumping area.

The Association of California Water 
Agencies (ACWA) reported in March 
that impacts of the reduced deliveries 
were beginning to ripple across the state, 
especially since the restrictions follow 
several dry years. The association’s 
450 members are responsible for about 
90 percent of the water delivered in 
California. ACWA said many agencies 

were dipping into dry-year reserves 
and seeking more expensive alternative 
supply sources where possible. Among 
the impacts ACWA reported:

• Communities such as Long Beach put 
mandatory conservation programs 
in place. 

• Decisions on new housing and retail 
developments in Riverside County 
are on hold because the necessary 
water supplies cannot be guaranteed. 

• Growers in northern San Diego 
County are cutting down citrus and 
avocado trees due to water shortages. 

ACWA advocates actions to improve 
the sustainability of the state’s water 
system and reduce pressure on the 
delta, such as investing in conservation, 
water recycling, local and regional 
water storage, and desalination.

Visit www.acwa.com and www.water.ca.gov..
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Feds Improve Wetland,
Stream Mitigation

In March, the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers (Corps) and U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency released a new rule 
to clarify how to provide compensatory 
mitigation for unavoidable impacts to 
wetlands and streams. The rule was 
designed to enable the agencies to 
promote greater consistency, predictability, 
and ecological success of mitigation 
projects under the Clean Water Act. 

Each year thousands of property owners 
undertake projects that affect aquatic 
resources. Proposed projects that are 
determined to impact jurisdictional waters 
are first subject to review under the Clean 
Water Act. The Corps reviews these 
projects to ensure environmental impacts to 
aquatic resources are avoided or minimized 
as much as possible. Consistent with the 
administration’s goal of “no net loss of 
wetlands,” a Corps permit may require a 
property owner to restore, establish, enhance, 
or preserve other aquatic resources in order 
to replace those impacted by the proposed 
project. This compensatory mitigation 
process seeks to replace the loss of existing 
aquatic resource functions and area. 

Property owners who must complete 
mitigation are encouraged to employ 
a watershed approach. The new rule 
establishes performance standards, sets 
timeframes for decision making, and to 
the extent possible, establishes equivalent 
requirements and standards for the three 
sources of compensatory mitigation: 
permittee-responsible mitigation, mitigation 
banks, and in-lieu-of-fee programs. 

The new rule does not change the 
standards that determine when mitigation 
is required, only where and how it is to 
be completed. The rule also preserves 
the requirement for applicants to avoid 
or minimize impacts to aquatic resources 
before proposing compensatory mitigation 
projects to offset permitted impacts. 

Visit www.usace.army.mil/cw/cecwo/reg/citizen.htm or 
www.epa.gov/wetlandsmitigation 
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T
he Endangered Species Act 
of 1973 (ESA) was enacted 
to: 1) provide a means for the 

conservation of ecosystems upon which 
endangered species and threatened species 
depend; 2) provide a conservation program 
for those species; and 3) “achieve the 
purposes of the treaties and conventions” 
to which the United States is a party for 
conserving species facing extinction. 
To accomplish these objectives, the 
ESA includes both proactive measures 
and enforcement triggers designed to 
reverse or minimize the continuing 
impacts of new and ongoing activities 
on threatened and endangered species. 

The ESA charges the Secretary of 
the Interior, acting through the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) for 
terrestrial and freshwater species, and 
the Secretary of Commerce, acting 
through the National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS) for marine species, 
with the responsibility of taking certain 
proactive measures, in collaboration 
with other federal agencies and private 
individuals. These measures include: 
1) listing endangered and threatened 
species; 2) designating critical habitats 
for listed species; and 3) promulgating 
protective regulations and formulating and 
implementing species recovery plans.

Enforcement Provisions 
Once a species is listed, the ESA has 
several enforcement mechanisms that 
can be implemented by FWS and NMFS, 
or by individuals and organizations 
through the filing of a citizen’s suit. The 
first, specified in Section 9, is a nearly 
unequivocal prohibition on the take of 
individual members of listed species. Take 
means “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, 
shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, 
or to attempt to engage in such conduct.” 
Harm includes significant modification 
or degradation of the species’ habitat 
“where it actually kills or injures wildlife 
by significantly impairing essential 
behavior patterns, including breeding, 
feeding and sheltering.” Violations of 
Section 9 can result in the imposition of 
civil and criminal penalties. All water 
projects, whether operated privately 
or with the involvement of the federal 
government, are subject to the “take” 
prohibitions of Section 9 of the ESA. 

Section 7, another ESA enforcement 
tool, requires federal agencies to consult 
with FWS or NMFS when any action 
authorized, funded, or carried out by 
the agency may affect listed species. 
The term action, as used in the context 
of Section 7, includes only actions over 
which an agency has “discretionary 

federal involvement or control.” Federal 
agencies must ensure that their actions 
are not likely to jeopardize the continued 
existence of any endangered or threatened 
species or result in the destruction or 
adverse modification of the critical 
habitat of any such species. While the 
take prohibition imposed by Section 9 
focuses on effects to individual members 
of a species, the jeopardy and adverse 
modification standards of Section 7 focus 
on the effects to species and critical habitat 
in a broader context, taking into account 
survival and recovery considerations.

The jeopardy and adverse modification 
standards apply to federal agencies 
and the projects they authorize, fund, 
or carry out. Water projects in the 
West often entail some action by a 
federal agency, such as the Bureau of 
Reclamation, Bureau of Indian Affairs 
or (for flood control facilities) the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, thus 
triggering Section 7 requirements. 

A Closer Look at Section 7
A water project may become a proposed 
agency action subject to Section 7’s 
consultation provisions at various stages 
in its life cycle. A new project by a federal 
agency, such as the construction of a dam 
or water delivery system, may qualify 

Lisa M. McKnight – Salmon, Lewis & Weldon P.L.C.

ESA and Water Projects
in the West
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as a proposed action. A change to an 
existing project may qualify if it would 
be authorized, funded, or carried out 
by a federal agency. Finally, the agency 
must reinitiate an earlier consultation on 
an action if agency discretion has been 
maintained or is authorized by law, and: 

• new information uncovers effects 
of an existing project on listed 
species or critical habitat that were 
not previously considered; 

• previously authorized take of a 
species for the project is exceeded; 

• a new species is listed or critical habitat 
is designated in the action area; or 

• modification of an action affects 
species or critical habitat in a manner 
not previously considered.

In determining whether consultation 
is needed, an agency may prepare a 
biological assessment to evaluate the 
environmental effects of its proposed 
action. If, after examining these effects, 
the agency determines that its proposed 
action will have “no effect” on listed 
species or critical habitat, then formal 
consultation is not required. Likewise, 
if the agency determines that its 
proposed action “may affect, but is not 
likely to adversely affect” any listed 
species or critical habitat and FWS or 
NMFS agrees, formal consultation is 
not required. However, if the action 
agency (or FWS or NMFS) concludes 
that the proposed action will result 
in adverse effects to listed species or 
critical habitat, formal consultation on 
the proposed action must be initiated.

As part of the consultation process, FWS 
or NMFS must prepare a biological 
opinion explaining how the proposed 
action affects listed endangered or 
threatened species. If the opinion 
concludes that the proposed action 
is likely to jeopardize the continued 
existence of a listed species or adversely 
modify critical habitat, the opinion must 
also identify a “reasonable and prudent 
alternative” to the proposed action to 
avoid these effects. For water projects, 
such alternatives might include revising 
the operating criteria for a water facility or 
the imposition of conservation measures 

such as the purchase and management of 
substitute habitat for an affected species. 

Where a private entity stands to benefit 
from the proposed action, the costs of 
implementing such alternatives, which 

can run into the millions of dollars, are 
frequently passed on to the private entity. 
For example, the Lower Colorado River 
Multi-Species Conservation Program 
approved by FWS in 2005 contains 
both federal and nonfederal components 
(FWS 2004, see also page 26). The 
conservation measures required under 
the program, which benefit 26 species, 
will cost $626 million (in 2003 dollars) 
to implement over 50 years. Half of these 
funds will be provided by the federal 

government. The remainder—over 
$313 million—will be paid by private 
entities, including water and power 
providers as well as municipalities in 
Arizona, California, and Nevada.

If FWS concludes that a proposed action 
will result in take of a listed species, 
even if it is not likely to jeopardize it or 
adversely modify its critical habitat, an 
incidental take statement will be issued to 
the acting agency along with the biological 
opinion. It must specify the impact upon 
the listed species, clearly set forth the 
amount of permitted take, and provide 
the standard to determine if take has been 
exceeded. The action agency (or private 
proponent of the project) is then required 
to fund and implement “reasonable 
and prudent” measures to minimize the 
impacts of the take of listed species. 

Allowing Incidental Take
Section 10 of the ESA specifies 
permitted exceptions and exemptions 

see ESA Overview, page 30

ESA includes both 
proactive measures 
and enforcement 
triggers designed 
to protect species.

Glossary of Key ESA Terms*

• adverse modification of critical habitat: effects on a designated critical habitat, 

taking into account survival and recovery of the species

• biological assessment: evaluation of the environmental effects of the proposed 

action of a federal agency, prepared by that agency

• biological opinion: analysis of how the proposed action of a federal agency will 

affect listed or threatened species. Includes alternatives to the action necessary to 

avoid adverse modification of critical habitat or jeopardy of species, and measures 

to minimize take. Prepared by FWS or NMFS.

• ESA Section 7: Applies to federal agencies; requires them to consult with FWS or 

NMFS when their actions may affect listed species.

• ESA Section 9: Prohibits take of individual members of listed species; applies to all 

entities and agencies

• ESA Section 10: Applies to individuals and entities other than federal agencies; 

includes description of permitted exceptions and exemptions for take

• habitat conservation plan: prepared by nonfederal entities applying for incidental 

take permit; describes how the applicant will minimize and mitigate the likely 

impact of incidental take from a project

• harm: significant modification or degradation of a species’ habitat, such that it 

either kills a member of the species or impairs its natural behavior.

• jeopardize: threaten the continued existence of a threatened or endangered 

species as a whole

• take: harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect 

individual members of listed species, or attempt to engage in such conduct

 *These definitions were prepared by Southwest Hydrology to facilitate understanding by our 

readers. They are not intended to be the regulatory or statutory definition of the terms.
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P
erhaps nowhere in the country has 
the federal Endangered Species Act 
(ESA) been more at the forefront 

of water management issues than in the 
Klamath River Basin, which crosses the 
Oregon-California border. The Klamath 
River flows some 250 miles from Upper 
Klamath Lake in southern Oregon through 
agricultural diversions of the Klamath 
Project, over several hydropower-
generating dams, and finally through 
northern California to the Pacific Ocean. 
Endangered sucker fish and important 
bird populations live in lakes and streams 
in the upper basin, above Iron Gate Dam 
(see map). Anadromous fish—those that 
spawn in freshwater and live their lives 
in saltwater—populate the lower basin. 
The ESA is administered jointly by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 
and the National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS). FWS oversees the terrestrial and 
nonanadromous aquatic species, while 
NMFS watches out for the salmon and 
other anadromous fish in the lower basin.

100 Years of History
Development: For centuries, Indian tribes 
fished the length of the Klamath River. 
In the late 1800s, farmers moved into the 
upper reaches, reclaiming fertile wetlands 
for agriculture. In 1905, the newly formed 
Reclamation Service (later the Bureau 
of Reclamation) initiated construction 
of the Klamath Project, a set of dams 
and diversions designed to promote 
farming and settlement in the upper 
basin by providing a dependable water 
supply. During the 1920s, hydroelectric 
power facilities began to be constructed, 
culminating with PacifiCorp’s seven-
dam project in operation today.

Fish and Wildlife: The Klamath Basin 
historically contained about 185,000 
acres of shallow lakes and wetlands 
that seasonally supported over 6 million 

waterfowl. Wildlife refuges were first 
established in the early decades of the 
1900s and currently protect most of the 
remaining 46,000 acres of wetland. In 
the 1970s, populations of shortnose and 
Lost River suckers in the upper basin 
were found to be declining. They were 
given protection under California’s ESA 

in 1974 and listed as endangered under 
the federal ESA in 1988. In 1997, coho 
salmon were listed as threatened under 
the federal ESA. A number of other fish, 
birds, amphibians, reptiles, invertebrates, 
and plants in the Klamath River basin 
have also been listed under the ESA. The 
Klamath basin is on the Pacific Flyway, 
and millions of waterfowl live on or 
migrate through the upper basin lakes. 

Managing Multiple
Species in the

Betsy Woodhouse – Southwest Hydrology, 
University of Arizona and Dwight Russell 
– retired, California Department of Water 
Resources

In 2001, the Klamath 
made national news 
when Reclamation 
drastically reduced water 
deliveries to Klamath 
Project farmers.

Klamath
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Law: In 1957, the Klamath River Compact 
was signed, allocating water between 
Oregon and California and setting the 
following order of priority for Klamath 
water: domestic, irrigation, recreation 
(including fish and wildlife), industrial, 
hydropower production, and other uses 
for those water rights established after 
1957. But in 1995 and 1997, congressional 
legislation changed the priority order 
to: ESA requirements, tribal rights, 
agriculture, and refuges. This had 
significant consequences: endangered 
species now had the highest priority and 
refuges had the lowest even though they 
harbored some federally listed species. 

Drought: In the early 1990s, drought 
prompted the first reductions in deliveries 
to farmers so that lake levels in the upper 
basin could be maintained for fish. 

It All Comes Together…

or Falls Apart
In 2001, the Klamath made national news 
when Reclamation drastically reduced 
water deliveries to Klamath Project farmers, 
following biological opinions by FWS and 
NMFS that called for higher flows to be 
maintained in both the upper and lower 
basins. Later that year, a published report 
(Hardy and Addley, 2001) found no strong 
connection between river volume and 
fish health. This finding was upheld by a 
National Research Council panel review.

In 2002, Reclamation tried to operate its 
system to provide water to both farmers 
and the fish downstream. But in September 
2002 one of the nation’s worst fish kills 
affected at least 34,000 (possibly as many 

as 80,000) adult salmonids (primarily the 
nonthreatened chinook) in the lower 40 
miles of the Klamath River and its tributary, 
the Trinity. The fish kill was attributed to 
a pathogen that thrived in the unusually 
warm water, but an above-average run 
of salmon combined with atypically 
low river volumes likely contributed 
to stressful conditions for the fish. Last 
summer, congressional testimony absolved 
Klamath Project operations from having 
significantly contributed to the fish kill.

The fish kill attracted the attention of 
the governors and state water quality 
regulators of Oregon and California, 
who convened a task force to help 
identify triggers to prevent another 
such event from happening again. 

Hydropower Also a Factor
Also in the early 2000s, PacifiCorp’s 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC) hydropower license was due to be 

see Klamath, page 31

Stuck Between Laws

The California Department of Water 

Resources (DWR) is in a bind when 

it comes to managing the Scott 

River, a tributary to the Klamath. The 

court completed adjudication of the 

river in 1980 but did not specify any 

flow for fisheries or instream use. 

As watermaster of the state, DWR 

implements the court adjudication 

order. But with river flows decreasing, 

the agency risks drying up the river 

if it allows full adjudications to be 

taken—causing violations of the federal 

and California ESA. If it keeps water in 

the river for the fish, the agency could 

be in contempt of court for violating 

the adjudications. What to do? DWR is 

working with the California Department 

of Fish and Game (DFG) to identify 

locations where fish are most likely 

to be stranded and asking diverters 

to voluntarily keep some water in the 

river. Meanwhile, DFG is developing 

incidental take permits for the affected 

water rights holders of the Scott 

and Shasta rivers that would allow 

some fish deaths, provided mitigation 

plans are in place to improve habitat 

elsewhere. Even with such permits, 

the watermaster may be out of 

compliance unless the court provides 

a variance.
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T
he Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
became a hot-button issue for 
water managers, cities, farmers, 

and environmentalists in New Mexico’s 
Middle Rio Grande (MRG, between 
Cochiti Dam and Elephant Butte Reservoir) 
not long after the Rio Grande silvery 
minnow and the southwestern willow 
flycatcher were listed as endangered in 
the mid-1990s. Since that time, numerous 
basin stakeholders have been involved in 
parallel paths of litigation and collaboration 
to address the often-conflicting needs of 
Rio Grande silvery minnow and people. 
Collaborative efforts have focused on 
implementing projects that prevent the 
extinction and improve the status of the 
endangered species, particularly the Rio 
Grande silvery minnow, because of its 
potential impacts to MRG water users. 

The Middle Rio Grande Endangered 
Species Collaborative Program 
(MRGESCP) was established in part 
for this purpose. It receives federal and 
nonfederal funding to comply with the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (FWS) 
biological opinion requirements (2003) for 
MRG water operations and to investigate 
and implement solutions that will 
promote recovery of the listed species. 

This article highlights just one of several 
successful and innovative approaches 
that the New Mexico Interstate 
Stream Commission (ISC), the City 

of Albuquerque, and the Albuquerque 
Bernalillo County Water Utility Authority 
(ABCWUA), as MRGESCP participants, 
are engaged in: the creation of rearing 
and breeding facilities (refugia) for 
the Rio Grande silvery minnow. 

Traditional hatcheries generally raise 
fish in uniform, shallow raceways or 
ponds, habitats that the fish do not occupy 
when they are stocked, and fish are fed a 
formulated feed. These artificial habitats 
and culture conditions cause domestication. 
Refugia mimic a fish’s natural environment 

by incorporating the different 
habitats it occupies in the wild, 

and they are managed to produce natural 
food organisms. These natural culture 
conditions minimize domestication. In 
addition, compared to those spawned at 
hatcheries, fish spawned at refugia tend 
to be larger, which lessens genetic drift. 
Refugia are not the complete solution 
to ESA issues in the MRG; rather, they 
are one tool available to flexibly address 
the endangered species/water issue. 

Help For a Vanishing Species
The Rio Grande silvery minnow is a small 
fish that lives only for several years. The 
species was initially listed as endangered 
because it had been extirpated from most 
of its historic range and was found only 
in the MRG. It once ranged in the Rio 
Grande from Española, New Mexico, 
to the Gulf of Mexico, and in the Pecos 
River from Santa Rosa, New Mexico, 
to its confluence with the Rio Grande. 

Because of prolonged and severe droughts 
that occur periodically in the southwestern 
United States and because of the drastic 
reduction in the range of the Rio Grande 
silvery minnow, ISC and the City of 
Albuquerque advocated with FWS that 
captive breeding and propagation would 
be a way to augment populations of Rio 
Grande silvery minnow in the MRG, to 

raising endangered fish in new mexico
Grace M. Haggerty, Douglas Tave, and Rolf Schmidt-Petersen – New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission and John Stomp – 
Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility Authority

Captive breeding and 
propagation augments 
remaining populations 
of the silvery minnow, 
maintains populations 
in case of catastrophic 
events, and provides 
fish for reintroduction.

The Las Lunas Silvery 
Minnow Refugium, shown 
here being filled in April 
2008, features a 458-foot-long 
meandering stream.
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maintain refugial populations in case of 
catastrophic events, and to provide fish for 
reintroduction efforts outside the MRG. 
Refugia help to protect New Mexico water 
users from incurring drastic changes in their 
current water supply while achieving these 
goals and other long-term recovery efforts. 

The BioPark Refugium, designed by 
FishPro of Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
was completed in 2003 and is run by 
Albuquerque’s BioPark staff. It includes 
an indoor hatchery, outdoor tanks, and 
the unique refugium. The refugium 
resembles a racecourse where water can 
be circulated at various flows, and has 
numerous features such as backwaters, 
deep pools, and shallow shelves that 
mimic habitat on the Rio Grande (see 
photo). A number of important research 
studies are conducted there, including a 
project that is modeling fish passage.

Since 2002, over one million fish have 
been released to the MRG from the 
BioPark facilities and from the FWS Dexter 
National Fish Hatchery and Technology 
Center. Rio Grande silvery minnow trend 
data for the MRG show increases in fish 
numbers; FWS has attributed a portion of 
the increase to these augmentation efforts. 
Based in part on the early success of the 
BioPark Refugia and the Dexter facility, 
FWS’s 2003 biological opinion concluded 
that two additional refugia were warranted. 

Second Refugium Constructed 
Today, two refugia exist: the BioPark 
Refugium and Los Lunas Silvery Minnow 
Refugium (LLSMR), recently constructed 
by the ISC and located in the Village 
of Los Lunas, twenty miles south of 
Albuquerque. These two facilities each 
cost approximately $2 million to design 
and construct, primarily using State of 
New Mexico and City of Albuquerque 
funds. A third facility is being built by 
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in the 
bosque of southern Albuquerque. All 
of the facilities are or will be operated 
under permits issued by FWS. 

LLSMR, also designed by FishPro and 
ISC, is a state-of-the-art facility whose 
main feature is the outdoor refugium. 
The design benefits from lessons learned 

at the BioPark Refugium and features 
a 458-foot-long meandering stream 
with water recycled using a sump and 
pump system. The refugium contains 
features that are preferred habitat by 
the Rio Grande silvery minnow such as 
shallow sandy shelves, quiet pools, and 
backwaters, and has dynamic stream flow 
with hydraulics. One unique feature is 
the ability to simulate spring runoff and 
thereby promote natural spawning by 
increasing flow velocities and raising the 
river level to inundate overbank areas. 

LLSMR utilizes groundwater as its 
primary water source. The total water-
surface area of the stream and ponds is 
0.28 acres, and water volume in this area 
will be about 0.49 acre-feet or 158,000 
gallons. The outdoor refugium contains 
an impermeable rubber liner to eliminate 
seepage loss. Most of the water used to 
raise fish is recycled, and water discharged 
from the facility can either be recharged 
to the regional aquifer (approximately 
50 feet below ground surface) or delivered 
to the Los Lunas sewer system. Estimated 

depletions, primarily evaporative 
losses, are two acre-feet per year.

Perhaps the most important contribution 
of these refugia will be to provide fish 
for reintroduction efforts in previously 
occupied river stretches, such as is being 
attempted at Big Bend National Park in 
Texas. Any reintroduction efforts will 
occur as experimental populations not 
subject to incidental take under ESA. 

In encouraging this original approach to 
fish culture, ISC, City of Albuquerque, 
and ABCWUA hope to further the Rio 
Grande silvery minnow’s recovery 
in concert with providing sustainable 
water use within the MRG.

Contact Grace Haggerty at grace.haggerty@state.nm.us.

Reference
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), 2003. Biological 

and conference opinions on the effects of actions 
associated with the programmatic biological 
assessment of the Bureau of Reclamation’s Water 
and River Maintenance Operations, Army Corps 
of Engineer’s Flood Control Operations, and 
Related Non-Federal actions on the Middle Rio 
Grande. Region 2, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Albuquerque, NM.
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Aquifer, Science & Technology 
specializes in geophysical surveys 
for water resource investigations. 
We work with Water Agencies, 
municipalities, industries and 
their hydrogeologic consultants 
to provide practical and focused 
surface and bore hole surveys. 

We find water! Let us find 
some water for you too!

Aquifer Science & Technology
Your Ground Water Resource

A division of Ruekert|Mielke, Inc.
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M
anagement of the Edwards 
Aquifer in central Texas has 
been a controversial and 

divisive issue for over 50 years. Its use 
as a water source has inspired intense 
regional competition and occasional open 
conflict in courts and the state legislature. 
Bitter disputes have erupted between rural 
and urban interests, and between pumpers 
and those dependent on springflows. 
Some groups demanded regulation of 
groundwater withdrawals, while others 
contended such limitations would violate 
private property rights. Ultimately, the 
federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
brought state regulation to the aquifer 
and ended unrestricted withdrawals.

The Aquifer 
The Edwards Aquifer is essentially the 
sole source of water for almost two 
million people, including San Antonio 
residents. In 1975, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency declared the aquifer the 
nation’s first “sole source aquifer” under 
the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974. 
Withdrawals from it have increased from 
approximately 100,000 acre-feet in 1934 
to a peak of 542,400 acre-feet in 1989.

Aquifer levels vary with rainfall, recharge, 
and the rate of groundwater withdrawals. 
Most aquifer recharge results from brief 

but intense storms. The karstic limestone 
aquifer is highly permeable and porous, 
thus it is very transmissive and responds 

quickly to recharge events and droughts 
alike (see table). Recharge in the 1970s 

through 1990s exceeded the average 
for the period of record, 1934 to 2006. 
Furthermore, recharge in the conflict-
ridden 1990s exceeded the combined 
recharge of the 1940s and 1950s. 

Population also grew quickly during 
these decades when water was plentiful, 
and the public has become accustomed 
to a water surplus. This predicament is 
similar to that facing Colorado River 
Compact states, which have struggled to 
share water apportioned in 1922, based 
on what were thought to be average flow 
years but in fact were unusually wet.

Todd Votteler – Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority

Key Edwards Aquifer recharge and pumping totals Acre-feet/Year

Median aquifer recharge, 1934-2006 560,900

Record lowest aquifer recharge (1956) 43,700

Record highest aquifer recharge (1992) 2,486,000

Average contribution of Comal and San Marcos springs to fl ow in the Guadalupe River, 
1955-2006 331,500

Volume pumped in 1956 when Comal Springs ceased to fl ow for 144 days 321,000

Maximum amount Texas Water Development Board’s model and FWS indicate can
be pumped during a repeat drought of record to ensure 60 cfs at Comal Springs 225,000

State-recommended limit on aquifer pumping, 1968 Texas Water Plan 400,000

Aquifer pumping allowed in 2008, under 1993 legislation 400,000

Aquifer pumping authorized by Texas Legislature in 2007 572,000

Median aquifer pumping, 1997-2006 382,800

The effect of Sierra 
Club v. Babbitt was 
to change 100 years 
of common law with 
respect to aquifer use.

The seven endangered species at Comal and San Marcos springs: 

 Texas blind salamander Fountain darter San Marcos gambusia Com

THE EDWARDS AQUIFER:
                ESA-Driven Management
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Whether aquifer pumping continues at the average rate or increases to the full permiited amount in the 
future, it would have to be cut drastically during a repeat drought of record to avoid placing endangered 
species in jeopardy. 
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The Springs
Comal and San Marcos springs, fed 
by the Edwards Aquifer (see map), are 
among the largest springs in the United 
States. Combined, they contribute 
around 335,000 acre-feet of water to 
the Guadalupe River annually. During 
droughts, spring discharge diminishes 
in volume but contributes a greater 
percentage of river flow. During the 
Edwards Aquifer’s drought of record 
from 1947 to 1957, Comal Springs 
ceased to flow for 144 days in 1956.

The Species
Comal and San Marcos springs provide 
habitat for one threatened and seven 
endangered aquatic species of fish, 
salamanders, invertebrates, 

and wild rice. During dry periods, spring 
flows can fall to critical levels, impacting 
aquatic habitat and causing “takes” of 
species listed under ESA. Extremely low 
or no flow from these springs places the 
species in jeopardy. Withdrawals from 
the Edwards Aquifer also reduce spring 
discharge and can impact the listed 
species. The endangered fountain darter 
at Comal and San Marcos springs is 
typically the first species to be affected 
by declining spring discharge, and serves 
as an indicator of stress to the system.

The Law
Groundwater in Texas is governed by the 
rule of capture, whereas surface water is 
governed by prior appropriation. Thus, as 
surface water first recharges the Edwards 

Aquifer and later flows from the 
springs, its legal character changes 
from surface water to groundwater 
and back to surface water, or from 

prior appropriation to rule 
of capture and back to prior 
appropriation. Permits issued 

by the state to surface water 
rights holders downstream are 

based in part on flows from the 
aquifer. Reduced recharge 

and increased pumping in 
the region deplete spring 

discharge, interfering 
with established 
surface 

water rights of users downstream 
on the Guadalupe River. 

Sierra Club v. Babbitt
In 1991, the Sierra Club filed a suit in the 
U.S. District Court alleging the Interior 
Department and U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS) had allowed takings 
of endangered species by not ensuring 
a water level in the Edwards Aquifer 
adequate to sustain Comal and San Marcos 
spring flows. The plaintiffs requested that 
FWS be enjoined to restrict withdrawals 
from the aquifer under certain conditions 
and develop and implement recovery plans 
for named endangered and threatened 
species. In 1993, the court agreed and said 
that if the Texas Legislature did not adopt 
a management plan to limit withdrawals 
from the aquifer by the end of its session, 
the plaintiffs could seek additional 
relief, such as placing the aquifer under 
federal judicial control through FWS.

The legislature acted, creating the Edwards 
Aquifer Authority (EAA), a conservation 
and reclamation district tasked with: 

• adopting a critical period management 
plan for restricting withdrawals when 
aquifer levels and spring discharge rates 
are low;

• issuing permits for groundwater 
pumping based on historical use; 

see Edwards Aquifer, page 32
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Success Story: Kino Environmental Restoration Project 

The Kino Ecosystem Restoration 

Project is a joint effort of Pima 

County, Arizona and the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers (Corps) to restore 

the Tucson/Ajo Detention Basin, a 

127-acre flood control project built 

by the Corps in 1966. Located in the 

southern part of Tucson, Arizona, 

the basin is part of a system that 

ultimately discharges stormwater to 

the Santa Cruz River. The county and 

the Corps designed and constructed 

an extensive restoration project that 

provides significant riparian habitat 

while simultaneously allowing the 

site to be used for its original mission: 

flood control.  

The project was designed to 

commingle stormwater and reclaimed 

water, which raised Clean Water Act-

related regulatory issues. However, 

through the cooperative efforts of state 

and federal regulatory agency staff, an 

innovative approach was developed 

to create a facility that not only 

recognizes habitat uses for reclaimed 

water in an urban environment, but 

provides basic protections as required 

under the Clean Water Act.  

Although the project was not 

specifically designed to mitigate 

ESA effects, the habitat has net 

ecological benefit to several listed 

species in southern Arizona, including 

the Western burrowing owl (Athene 

cunicularia hypugaea). The project 

was determined to be an ideal 

relocation site for displaced burrowing 

owls that have lost their habitat due 

to development. The Arizona Game 

and Fish Department has installed 

numerous burrowing owl nesting 

tunnels and successfully introduced 

nearly 30 birds into the project.

W
ater and environmental 
law in the United States, 
its individual states, and in 

the West has evolved into two distinct 
regulatory threads. The first is water 
quality. The second is associated with the 
preservation or rehabilitation of aquatic 
habitat and is often tied to the recovery of 
listed, threatened, or endangered species. 
These threads become entwined when 
regulatory requirements are applied to 
waters of the arid West as if they were 
indistinguishable from eastern, wetter 
environments. What conflicts have arisen 
between clean water and aquatic habitat in 
the arid West, why have they come about, 
and how can we begin to untangle them?

Two important federal environmental 
laws were enacted in the 1970s to address 
the growing problem of environmental 
degradation. The Clean Water Act (CWA) 
of 1972 established a goal of restoring and 
maintaining the chemical, physical, and 
biological integrity of the nation’s waters. 
This overarching goal is waterbody-
specific, and rather than trying to protect 

individual aquatic species, it focuses on 
protecting a community of species. The 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 set 
forth the goal of protecting and recovering 
threatened and endangered species and 

the ecosystems upon which they depend. 
This effort is species-specific and covers 
both aquatic and terrestrial species. 

Data on Western Species Lacking
Under the CWA, state water quality 
standards and the method of implementing 
those standards provide the basis for 
protecting waterbodies and their aquatic 
communities. The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency uses aquatic toxicology 
research results to establish recommended 

chemical criteria for states to use when 
establishing water quality standards. This 
body of toxicological knowledge is fairly 
exhaustive for game fish species and 
common invertebrates; however, when 
applied to rare or specific species in the 
arid West, significant data gaps exist. 
Obtaining data for rare and protected 
species is very difficult. This data gap 
is even wider when one considers that 
much of the aquatic toxicological data are 
for species of warmwater or coldwater 
fisheries rather than the effluent-
dependent, intermittent, and ephemeral 
waters common to the arid West.

Clean Water vs. Habitat Support
The conflict between clean water and 
aquatic habitats may seem contrived 
if you have never attempted to acquire 
state and federal discharge permits for 
aquatic habitat restoration. However, 
many public and private dischargers 
have had significant difficulties with the 
process when their objectives of habitat 
restoration focus on recovering the 
physical and hydrological functions of a 

Increasing water 
quality requirements 
can unintentionally 
result in habitat 
degradation.

Richard Meyerhoff – CDM, and Mark Murphy – New Mexico Interstate Stream Commission

Weaving Disparate Threads:

CWA            ESA
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stream or wetland rather than on meeting 
specific chemical water quality criteria. 

Successful habitat restoration projects 
require a dependable source of water. In the 
arid West, often the only available water 
is treated effluent, captured urban runoff, 
or irrigation return flows. The quality of 
these waters may not be high, 
especially for constituents such 
as nutrients, conductivity, and 
pH. But rather than taking 
advantage of the available water 
and putting it to use in a habitat 
restoration effort, concerns 
over water quality requirements 
often grind a project to a halt. 

Increasing water quality 
requirements can 
unintentionally result in habitat 
degradation. Consider a current 
treatment resulting in a specific 
community-level ecological 
status. With the intention of 
improving species richness 
and abundance, a regulator 
may require that treatment be 
increased. Additional treatment 
improves water quality, but 
also costs the discharger 
more and raises the value 
of the water to the human 
community. As a result, the 
wastewater is increasingly 
likely to be diverted away from 
the habitat to an economically 
more competitive use, such as 
to a golf course or for cooling 
water. That diversion further reduces the 
physical limitation of the ecosystem and 
degrades the original ecological metric. 
One wonders how many extirpated aquatic 
and riparian species in the Southwest 
have already lost this “wastewater war.” 

Finding Common Ground
There is hope. Individually, the CWA 
and ESA have inherent flexibility 
for crafting solutions to complex 
environmental problems. Examples 
of flexibility in practice include: 

• The EPA developed a net ecological 
benefit concept in the early 1990s, 
recognizing that effluent-dependent 

waters may require an alternative 
water quality management approach. 
The foundation of this concept is 
understanding that ecological benefits, 
including restoration of habitat and 
ecosystem function, can be created from 
the discharge of treated wastewater 
to an otherwise dry riverbed.

• Adaptive management is a tool 
applied to situations where a direct 
implementation approach or the 
expected result of environmental 
protection activities is unclear. Used 
by both CWA and ESA practitioners, 
its value in arid aquatic ecosystems 
is obvious. The aquatic ecosystem, 
including its associated riparian 
habitat, can be managed systematically 
to maximize benefits of local or 
regional water resource management 
goals. Practices that yield the best 
environmental outcomes are pursued, 
while those yielding no results or 
negative results are phased out. 

• Under the ESA, habitat conservation 

plans (HCPs) address impacts of private 
land development on ESA-protected 
species. The purpose of this mechanism 
is simple: to provide a means for 
economic development to continue while 
meeting ESA requirements. Where there 
are competing uses for urban water 
sources (from supporting aquatic habitat 

to golf course watering) an 
HCP-type process could 
be implemented so that 
regional water management 
decisions consider all possible 
water uses and values.

These examples represent 
performance-based, 
holistic management 
approaches to western 
water management. None 
can replace the minimum 
CWA or ESA regulatory 
requirements. Measures to 
protect ecosystems from 
toxic or bioaccumulative 
pollutants should probably 
remain inflexible. But this 
performance-based thinking 
allows regulators to move 
beyond generic, bright-line 
targets, where cost becomes 
supreme, to watershed 
management goals with 
greater holistic benefit.

In an arid environment, 
unnecessary loss of aquatic 
and riparian ecosystems is a 
tragedy. While it is critical 

for water to be of sufficient quality to 
protect resident species, it is increasingly 
apparent that a balance of interests must 
be struck. The cost of treatment must 
more precisely draw out a net ecological 
benefit. When water quality and quantity 
requirements are defined by inflexible 
interpretations of federal law, western 
ecosystems can snap. As water becomes 
more expensive, the need to fine-tune 
this tension will only intensify. 

This article summarizes research completed as part 
of the Arid West Water Quality Research Project, an 
EPA-sponsored research effort led by Pima County 
(AZ) Wastewater Management Department. The full 
reports can be accessed at www.pima.gov/wwm/
wqrp/index.htm. Contact Richard Meyerhoff at 
meyerhoffrd@cdm.com or Mark Murphy at 
mark.murphy@state.nm.us.

Effluent-dependent reach of the Santa Cruz River downstream from 
Nogales, Arizona.
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THE   LOWER COLORADO RIVER
Multi-Species Conservation Program

John Swett, Laura Vecerina, and Terry Fulp – Bureau of Reclamation, Lower Colorado Region

T
he Lower Colorado River 
Multi-Species Conservation 
Program (LCR MSCP) is a 

multistakeholder partnership that aims 
to balance the use of water resources in 
the Lower Basin of the Colorado River 
with the conservation of native species, 
to comply with the Endangered Species 
Act (ESA). Its habitat conservation 
plan (HCP) outlines a 50-year effort 
to conserve 26 federal- and state-listed 
candidate and sensitive species along the 
lower Colorado River, including birds, 
fish, small mammals, bats, reptiles, 
amphibians, insects, and plants. The LCR 
MSCP area extends over 400 miles of the 
lower Colorado River from Lake Mead 
to the southernmost border with Mexico, 
and includes lakes Mead, Mohave, and 
Havasu, as well as the historic 100-year 
floodplain along the main stem of the 
lower Colorado River (see map). The 
LCR MSCP provides ESA compliance for 
current and future operations, including 
water diversions and hydroelectric 
power generation within this area. 

Although the Bureau of Reclamation 
is the lead implementing agency, LCR 
MSCP projects are planned, designed, 
and implemented with involvement of 
partners, including the public. Partner 
involvement occurs primarily through 
a steering committee that represents 
56 water and power users, federal land 
management agencies, state wildlife 
agencies, and others. Total LCR MSCP 
costs are estimated at $626 million over 
50 years, indexed annually to inflation, 
and are split evenly between nonfederal 
partners and the federal government. 

Habitat Conservation Plan
The HCP outlines general and 
species-specific measures to conserve 
species and their habitats. Chief 
components of the plan include:

• native fish augmentation

• species research

• species and ecosystem monitoring

• conservation area development

• protection of existing habitat

• adaptive management 

Two major thrusts are currently underway. 
The native fish augmentation program is 
designed to increase populations of several 
native fish species in the Colorado River, 
including the razorback sucker (Xyrauchen 
texanus) and bonytail (Gila elegans). 
Habitat is also being created for species 
such as the southwestern willow flycatcher 
(Empidonax trailii extimus), the yellow-
billed cuckoo (Cuccyzus americanus 
occidentalis), and the Yuma clapper 
rail (Rallus longirostris yumanensis). 

Native Fish Augmentation
Razorback sucker and bonytail are two 
native fish species that were abundant in the 
Colorado River prior to river development. 
Historically, the Colorado River had annual 

floods of up to 250,000 cubic feet per 
second during spring snowmelt, followed 
by relatively calm waters. The razorback 
and bonytail were adapted to the turbid, 
heterogeneous flows of the Colorado. 
Development of lower Colorado River 
resources, particularly the construction 
of six dams on the river between the 
Grand Canyon and Mexico, virtually 
eliminated annual flood events and reduced 
water turbidity. Furthermore, non-native 
fish, better adapted to these new water 
conditions, were introduced into the lower 
Colorado River throughout the mid-20th 
century for sport fishing. These non-native 
fish, especially certain species of bass, carp, 
sunfish, and catfish, prey heavily on larval 
and juvenile razorbacks and bonytails.

Razorback suckers still reproduce in large 
numbers in Lake Mohave, but few reach 
adulthood, primarily because of non-native 
fish predation. Research indicates the 
genetic variability historically present within 
this species remains in the Lake Mohave 
population. To preserve this variability, 
biologists collect naturally spawned 
razorback larvae and transport them to 
several federal and state fish hatcheries to 
grow them to a target size (300 mm) that 
allows them to avoid all but the largest 
predators when they are returned to the 
wild. Bonytails, however, are near extinction 
in the wild. Bonytail brood stock is kept 
at Dexter National Fish Hatchery in New 
Mexico, where larval bonytail are produced 
for the fish augmentation program. 

The fish augmentation program has two 
major goals: to augment any existing 
populations of razorback suckers and 

Created habitat must 
be actively managed to 
provide the requirements 
for species targeted 
at each site.
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bonytails in the mainstem Colorado River below 
Davis Dam and to replace the Lake Mohave 
razorback population. After juvenile razorback 
suckers and bonytails reach the targeted size, 
they are released into the Colorado River. The 
goal is to release 660,000 razorback suckers 
and 620,000 bonytail below Davis Dam over 50 
years. In addition, razorbacks are released into 
Lake Mohave to replace that aging population.

Conservation Area Development

and Management
The LCR MSCP requires the creation and 
management of over 8,100 acres of riparian, 
marsh, and backwater habitat for the targeted 
species, including 5,940 acres of cottonwood-
willow, 1,320 acres of honey mesquite, 512 
acres of marsh, and 360 acres of backwaters. 

Native riparian habitat has declined from 
historical acreage due to factors such as dam 
construction, river channelization, conversion to 
irrigated agriculture, urbanization, wildfire, and 
invasive species. In most areas along the Lower 
Colorado River, overbank flooding that native 
plant species need to reproduce no longer occurs. 

Active or fallowed agricultural land, as well as 
areas dominated by non-native plant species 
such as tamarisk (Tamarix sp.) have been 
targeted for conversion to native riparian 
habitat. Backhoes and other tools are used to 
clean out unwanted vegetation, then native 
species are planted in its place. Created habitat 
must be actively managed to provide the 
requirements for species targeted at each site; 
this often requires irrigation because large, 
natural floods no longer occur. Site monitoring 
of such parameters as soil salinity, water use, 
vegetation type, and species abundance is 
conducted to provide information on targeted 
species use, habitat requirements, and changes 
in conditions over time. The information is used 
to manage each site or in the design of future 
sites through an adaptive management process. 

While much data exist about the habitat 
requirements of some species under consideration 
(such as the southwestern willow flycatcher), 
little is currently known about many others.  

The Lower Colorado River Multi-Species Conservation Program planning area.see LCR MSCP, page 33

The razorback sucker,
whose population has diminished greatly in the 

Colorado River Basin, can grow to more than 
three feet long and live for more than 40 years.
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M
ethods to determine flow 
and habitat needs for stream-
dependent species are often 

inconsistent and variably applied. Most 
of this wide variability is due to the 
temporal and spatial scales selected 
and whether the requirements are for a 
single species, assemblages of species, 
or a habitat type. Additionally, scientific 
advancement and resource protection 
require robust experimentation and 
the ability to adaptively incorporate 
findings as they are discovered. The 
Endangered Species Act, on the other 
hand, often takes a conservative approach 
in laying out what actions are acceptable 
when species might be impacted. 
Therefore, determining the water 
needs of wildlife requires an effective 
linking of ecosystem science with 
policies aimed at protecting threatened 
and endangered (T&E) species. 

The approaches used to estimate wildlife 
water needs range widely from examining 
the requirements of a single species at 
a fine scale to characterizing system 
conditions at a river-reach scale, to 
making broad regional assessments. With 
increasing frequency, approaches are 
based on recognizing that wildlife needs 
are shaped by the natural conditions in 
which each species evolved. In the water 
arena, reservoir operators who consider 
ecosystem concerns are using aspects 
of the river’s natural hydrograph (high 
flow timing, magnitudes, and durations) 
to inform release decisions. These 

adjustments tend to be made within the 
context of the operating purposes of the 
reservoir (such as conservation storage, 
flood damage reduction, or hydropower), 
and often take the form of planned 
releases designed to benefit targeted 
species and provide an opportunity 
to study ecosystem responses.

Sustainable Rivers
One program that supports this type of 
work is the Sustainable Rivers Project, 
an ongoing partnership between the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and 
The Nature Conservancy to improve 
the health and life of rivers by changing 
the operations of Corps reservoirs. 
Currently, eight rivers are enrolled in the 
project nationwide, including the Bill 
Williams and Willamette rivers in the 
West. Estimating the flows necessary 
for river ecosystems to be sustainable 
is a milestone for project sites. Four 
of the sites have completed initial 
estimates using an expert panel approach 
and an exhaustive review of scientific 
literature on the river of interest. 

Research on the Bill Williams River, a 
tributary to the Colorado River in west-
central Arizona (see map on previous 
page), is examining the impacts on 
stream-dependent biota of releases from 
Alamo Dam, a multipurpose facility 
operated by the Corps. A multi-agency 
stakeholder group is funding research 
to characterize the system’s biology and 
hydrology. Following the framework 
espoused by the Sustainable Rivers 
Project, a workshop of 60 regional experts 
met in March 2005 to develop initial 
estimates of ecological flow needs of the 
river’s flora and fauna. The workshop 
produced a set of nine ecological 
flows that are now being evaluated 
(Shafroth and Beauchamp, 2006). 

No Species? Look at Processes
A major challenge to determining the 
water needs of T&E species is that they 
frequently are too scarce to study directly. 
Therefore, the best alternative is to study 
those ecological processes that determine 
habitat conditions for stream-dependent 
species. Just as no single variable or 
resource defines what habitat is, the 
most effective approach to determining 
water needs for species is multifaceted, 
simulating as many predisturbance 
ecosystem processes as possible. One 
method to approximate the important 
components of habitat is through the use 
of physically based numerical models. 
Hydrologic modeling combined with 
known ecological requirements of native 

How Much Water Do
Stream-Dependent Species Need?

A major challenge 
to determining the 
water needs of T&E 
species is that they are 
frequently too scarce 
to study directly.

Andrew Hautzinger – U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, John Hickey – U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center,
and David Walker – University of Arizona

The Lower Bill Williams River, 
looking west into the Colorado 
River/Lake Havasu.
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habitat, such as vegetation 
and water quality, can be 
used to determine flow 
requirements for wildlife. 

In the Bill Williams River 
area, the endangered 
southwestern willow 
flycatcher (Empidonax 
traillii extimus) and yellow-
billed cuckoo (Coccyzus 
americanus) nest in the 
cottonwoods (Populus 
fremontii), willows (Salix 
gooddingii), and salt cedar 
(Tamarix ramosissima) that 
dominate the riparian zone. 
In the absence of sufficient 
bird populations to study 
directly, the researchers 
instead are investigating the 
water needs of their habitat, 
focusing on vegetation. 

Modeling Habitat
A critical piece of the Bill 
Williams evaluation has 
been characterizing the 
physical environment using 
a suite of hydrologic models: 
MODFLOW, HEC-RAS, and 
HEC-ResSim. The models 
can be connected with various 
ecological investigations using 
the Ecosystem Functions 
Model (HEC-EFM). Applications of 
HEC-EFM use a combination of statistical 
analyses, hydraulic modeling, and 
geographic information systems to predict 
biological outcomes of different river flows 
and stages. For example, research has 
shown that propagation of cottonwoods 
is dependent upon the timing and the 
rate of recession of river stage (Mahoney 
and Rood, 1998). If the stage recedes too 
quickly, seedling root growth cannot keep 
pace with the withdrawing water, resulting 
in root desiccation and seedling death. 

An equally crucial component of the flow-
ecology work on the Bill Williams River has 
been use of planned releases from Alamo 
Dam. These releases, made annually since 
2005, aim to recreate some of the physical 
processes that existed prior to impoundment 

continued on next page
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Predicted cottonwood recruitment generated by an experimental flow release (lower left) from Alamo Dam to the Bill 
Williams River. Three recession rates (1, 2, and 3 inches per day) were tested as suitable for recruitment. Statistical 
results (top) were translated to water surface profiles and spatial layers (lower right) using the hydraulic modeling 
tools HEC-RAS and GeoRAS.

It’s a Southwest necessity.
Together we can attain it.

• Groundwater resource evaluation and basin inventory analysis
• Modeling of groundwater and surface water flow systems
• Wellhead and aquifer source protection
• Assured water supply planning and development
• Litigation support for water rights and resource damage
• Water quality evaluation and treatment (including arsenic)

For more information, contact Brad Cross at 480.905.9311 
or via e-mail at brad.cross@lfr.com.

LFR Inc. is an environmental management & consulting engineering firm with 29 offices nationwide. For more 
information, call 800.320.1028 or visit us at www.lfr.com.
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continued from previous page

and to reduce uncertainties about the 
connections between water management 
and ecology so as to improve future 
reservoir release decisions. HEC-EFM was 
utilized on the river to simulate cottonwood 
establishment for the releases in 2005 and 
2006, both of which successfully established 
large numbers of new native trees. Results 
of the 2006 analyses are shown on the 
previous page.

Applying predictive tools like HEC-EFM 
allows reservoir releases and alternative 
water management policies to be tested 
before implementation to see potential 
impacts to the habitats of T&E species. 
Coupling these predictive tools with 
ongoing field studies in turn improves the 
models, which can then be used with more 
confidence to simulate connections between 
river flows and ecosystem dynamics. 

Changing the Man vs.

Nature Paradigm 
Research on tributaries to the Colorado 
River is especially important given the 

amount of disturbance on the mainstem. 
The Colorado River Basin once had the 
greatest number of endemic fishes of 
any drainage in the United States. Today, 
85 percent of endemic fish species in 
Arizona are threatened or endangered 
with extinction (Warren and Burr, 1994). 
Their decline stems from the fact that 
ecosystem conditions that shaped the 
evolution of these fishes—flashy, warm, 
silt-laden rivers—to a large degree no 
longer exist. Flows within the lower 
Colorado River are now dictated by 
daily hydropower peaks and an elevated 
baseflow to provide agricultural water 
deliveries. These changes in flow regimes 
have made repatriation efforts difficult. 
There are, however, efforts to mimic, 
as closely as possible, those native 
ecosystem components while still having 
the river provide the anthropocentric 
services we depend upon. Examples 
range from releases of water from 
mainstem impoundments that more 
closely approximate natural flows, 
to research of individual backwaters, 
both natural and human-created, as 
refugia for these endemic species. 

We ask much of rivers. We rely on 
them for a multitude of human needs 
yet understand that we are not the only 
species that rely on them for well-being. 
Determining how much wate r—at what 
frequencies, intervals, and magnitudes—is 
necessary, especially for T&E species, is a 
daunting task given increasing pressure for 
rivers to provide human services. These 
determinations are based upon equal parts 
physical, biological, and social science. 
Only through improved understanding of 
the ecosystem processes that define a river, 
and the species dependent upon it, can the 
water needs for wildlife be determined. 

Contact Andrew Hautzinger at andrew_hautzinger@
fws.gov and visit billwilliamsriver.org.
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for individuals or entities other than the 
federal government. One such exception 
is Section 10(a)(1)(B) of the ESA, 
under which FWS or NMFS may permit 
the taking of listed species otherwise 
prohibited “if such taking is incidental 
to, and not the purpose of, the carrying 
out of an otherwise lawful activity.” 

If the construction or operation of a water 
project has incidental effects on listed 
species or their habitat that rise to the level 
of take, the project proponent must obtain 
an incidental take permit (ITP) from FWS 
or NMFS (or take coverage under Section 
7, discussed above) in order to avoid 
liability under Section 9. Because water 
projects are often operated over extended 
periods, it is not uncommon for ITPs to be 
issued for 50 years or more. Obtaining the 
permit can take several years for a large 
project, during which time the applicant 
may not construct or operate the project 
if take of listed species would result.

To obtain an ITP, the applicant must 

prepare a habitat conservation plan that 
specifies: 1) the likely impact of the 
take; 2) how the applicant intends to 
“minimize and mitigate” such impacts 
and what funding is available to do 
so; 3) alternative actions to the take 
that were considered and rejected by 
the applicant and the reasons they 
were rejected; and 4) any additional 
measures that may be required by 
the Secretary “as being necessary or 
appropriate for purposes of the plan.”

Habitat conservation plans also can 
require millions of dollars to complete. 
For example, the cost of implementing 
conservation measures in the Roosevelt 
Dam and Lake Habitat Conservation 
Plan in central Arizona (FWS, 2002), 
which concerned reservoir operations 
and benefited four bird species, was 
estimated by the applicant to be between 
$14.6 million and $29.4 million. 

Summary
The ESA’s “take,” “jeopardy,” and 
“adverse modification of critical 

habitat” standards can be costly for 
water projects, and implementing the 
avoidance or conservation measures 
necessary to comply is often time- and 
effort-intensive. As water scarcity in the 
West continues, achieving the ESA’s 
goals will increasingly require creative 
solutions and alternatives, taking into 
account the importance of water as 
a resource for all living things. 

Contact Lisa McKnight at lmm@slwplc.com.
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Klamath, continued from page 19

renewed. In preparation for the renewal 
application, the company began talking 
to stakeholders in hopes of developing an 
operating plan agreed upon by all parties, 
which could be presented to FERC. In 
2004 the parties studying the fish kill, 
PacifiCorp, and others formed the Klamath 
River Settlement Committee, representing 
26 different stakeholder groups, including 
farmers/ranchers; tribes; federal, state, 
and county agencies; and conservation 
and fishing groups. After about a year, 
PacifiCorp withdrew from the committee 
as discussions shifted increasingly toward 
requiring removal of four of its dams. 

The settlement group continued to meet. 
On Jan. 15, 2008, four tribes, the Klamath 
Water Users’ Association, the Pacific Coast 
Federation of Fishermen’s Associations, 
Trout Unlimited, and American Rivers 
jointly issued a press release announcing 
that “after over two years of negotiation 
among 26 diverse stakeholder groups,” an 
agreement had been reached to “settle many 
of the key issues that have for years divided 
the Klamath Basin’s diverse communities.” 
However, the agreement hinged on 
the four dams coming down—which 
PacifiCorp had not agreed to (see sidebar). 
News reports since Jan. 15 indicate that 
agreement even among the settlement 
group is not, in fact, total, and widespread 
signing of the agreement is not imminent.

On May 1, 2008, NMFS banned 
commercial and sport fishing for Chinook 
salmon from California to northern 
Oregon for one year—for the first time 
ever—due to extremely low numbers 
of the fish, estimated at fewer than 
60,000 adults in the Sacramento River.

More Complications
Several additional factors bear on this 
complex situation:

• If the dams are taken down, decades 
of accumulated sediment could be 
released, severely impacting the 
ecosystem of the lower reaches. Some 
estimate it would take 100 years for 
the system to recover—what would 
happen to the fish in the meantime? 

• Managing the upper basin to benefit the 

suckers and refuge habitats could mean 
holding more water in wide, shallow 
reservoirs and wetlands where it will 
warm up; even if sufficient quantities 
were released downstream for the 
salmon, they need cold, clear water.

• Only about half of all irrigators in 
the upper basin are associated with 
the Klamath Project, yet they are the 
only ones who must give up water for 
the species. Until Oregon completes 
adjudication of the river, withdrawals 
by other users remain unaccounted for. 

Meeting all water needs in the Klamath 
Basin will require finding additional 
sources of water or making significant 
management changes. Solutions under 
consideration include assigning water to a 

water bank during the winter, using more 
groundwater, and developing conjunctive-
use approaches. Basin-scale modeling with 
support from the stakeholders is needed 
to evaluate operating scenarios that take 
all the demands into account. Although 
challenging, a solution is not impossible.

Dwight Russell is the former District Chief of 
the Northern District, California Department of 
Resources. His contributions to this article are his 
own and do not reflect the opinions or policies of 
California DWR.
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The J.C. Boyles Dam is one of the hydropower dams on the Klamath River operated by PacifiCorp. 
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PacifiCorp Acts
Although PacifiCorp did not participate 

in the Klamath Settlement Agreement, 

it continued negotiations with Oregon 

Wild, a conservation group that also 

was not involved in the agreement. 

Last year, Oregon Wild threatened 

to sue PacifiCorp for violating ESA 

by harming too many fish through its 

hydropower operations, but instead 

of proceeding with litigation, the two 

parties agreed to talk. In April they 

announced a settlement whereby 

PacifiCorp will shut down power 

production at the Link River Dam 

(the farthest upstream dam) during 

periods in the summer and fall when 

endangered fish migrate to the 

southern part of Upper Klamath Lake. 

In addition, PacifiCorp will donate 22 

percent of the proceeds generated 

from dam operations throughout the 

year to support enhancement projects 

for endangered fish, particularly 

wetlands restoration. 

PacifiCorp’s position with respect 

to removal of the four dams is 

that its “customers should not be 

expected to pay an enormous price 

for implementing public policy and 

covering the complex needs of 

numerous stakeholder interest groups 

in the Klamath Basin.” The power 

company does not consider the issue 

to be a simple tradeoff between the 

cost of dam removal and the cost of 

building fish ladders. The company 

claims that environmental evaluation 

must include the tradeoff of replacing 

hydroelectric power with fossil fuel and 

the consequences of a large release of 

sediment if the dams are removed. 
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• limiting total pumping from the aquifer 
through three staged reductions, so 
that continuous minimum flows in the 
springs would be ensured before 2013; 

• developing and implementing a 
groundwater management plan 
and assessing pumping fees. 

The effect of the Babbitt case was 
to change 100 years of common law 
with respect to aquifer use. Now EAA 
was authorized to achieve the required 
withdrawal limits through issued permits 
or by purchasing and retiring permitted 
withdrawal rights. However, when EAA 
finished issuing permits in 2006, they 
totaled 549,000 acre-feet—some 99,000 
acre-feet above the statutory limit. Instead 
of reducing permitted withdrawals 
to the required amount, EAA sought 
authorization for higher pumping limits. 

A Change in Direction
The legislature responded. In 2007, it 
raised the pumping cap to 572,000 acre-
feet per year and required EAA to develop 
a Recovery Implementation Program 
(RIP). A RIP is a multistakeholder 
initiative that seeks to balance 
water use and development with the 
recovery of federally listed species. 
RIPs use a long-term (15- to 50-year) 
interdisciplinary approach of policy 
formation, scientific research, habitat 
restoration, and education. Stakeholders 
develop a comprehensive document 
that outlines goals, activities, timelines, 
measurements of success, and roles 
of the participants, and then sign a 
cooperative agreement to implement 
the activities. The Edwards Aquifer 
RIP’s 26-member steering committee 
includes representatives of state and 
regional water agencies, municipalities, 

industries, agriculture, environmental 
organizations, and the public. 

In less than six months the group 
has completed all procedural tasks 
necessary to begin work. The EAA’s 
Expert Science Committee is tackling 
the difficult substantive questions that 
have vexed the region for decades, 
including the necessity to maintain 
minimum spring flows. The EAA, state 
agencies, and FWS are required to 
approve and execute a RIP agreement by 
October 2012, to take effect by 2013. 

More Change Needed
After ten years of EAA regulation, 
the Edwards Aquifer still is unable to 
satisfy all the demands for its water. 
For Comal and San Marcos springs to 
continue flowing permanently and for 
endangered species and water users on 
the Guadalupe River to be protected, 
the following measures are required: 

• conserve Edwards Aquifer water to 
the maximum extent possible; 

• adopt a regional drought 
management plan to preserve 
springflow during drought; 

• develop an efficient market for 
trading aquifer water rights; 

• develop significant amounts 
of additional surface and 
groundwater supplies; 

• create a regional habitat 
conservation plan to obtain an 
ESA incidental-take permit. 

The Edwards Aquifer dispute resulted 
from an inability to balance multiple 
demands on a limited resource with the 
need to shelter protected species. This type 
of dispute is occurring with increasing 
frequency throughout the country. The 
Edwards Aquifer RIP may be the last, best 
chance for area stakeholders to influence 
aquifer management without legislative or 
judicial intervention. To address intractable 
ESA disputes by constraining the federal 
process in terms of timing, issues to be 
addressed, and governance, other states 
might do well to consider this process. 

Contact Todd Votteler at tvotteler@gbra.org.

Edwards Aquifer, continued from page 23
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LCR MSCP, continued from page 27

Species research projects are being designed 
to provide the necessary information to 
create and manage populations and habitats 
for all species under consideration.

Progress to Date
Since 2005, more than 24,000 razorback 
suckers and almost as many bonytails 
have been stocked into the Colorado 
River below Davis Dam. Research and 
monitoring are ongoing to determine the 
success of this program. In addition, over 
23,000 razorbacks have been released into 
Lake Mohave to augment the existing 
wild population that provides brood stock 
for the program. In 1990, an estimated 
60,000 adult razorback suckers were 
present in Lake Mohave. Biologists 
expected these fish to die off by the 
mid-1990s due to age-related causes. 
Augmentation efforts conducted over 
the last 15 years have begun to replace 
this aging population; these efforts will 
continue until target goals are reached. 

Several large habitat creation projects 
have been initiated since 2006. Two sites 
located near Blythe, California, total more 
than 1,000 acres each, including 364 acres 
of cottonwood-willow. Another 92 acres of 
marsh and backwater habitats have been 
constructed at Imperial National Wildlife 
Refuge, near Yuma, Arizona, to provide 
habitat for fish and marsh bird species.

Future Challenges
Because the LCR MSCP is a 50-year 
program, and is likely to be extended 
even longer, adaptive management will 
be an important component to ensure 
appropriate adaptation to changes 
in water and power demands, water 
priorities, water availability, and other 
unexpected conditions. For example, 
quagga mussels (Dreissena rostriformis 
bugensis) have now been detected 
throughout the lower Colorado River 
and protocols are being established to 
mitigate their impacts while transporting 
fish between fish hatcheries and the river.

Conservation-area development requires 
the mutual commitment of the LCR MSCP 
and the landowner or land manager prior 
to the initiation of any habitat-creation 
project. This commitment ensures the 
availability of land and water at each site 
through the life of the program. Since the 
native riparian habitat being created at 
many sites will require active management, 
including irrigation, throughout the 50 
years, this commitment is essential. 

Research and monitoring will continue 
to be important components of the 
LCR MSCP so that potential issues are 
identified in time to plan and implement 
effective management actions.

Visit the LCR MSCP website at www.lcrmscp.gov. 
Contact John Swett at jswett@lc.usbr.gov, Laura 
Vecerina at lvecerina@lc.usbr.gov, or Terry Fulp at 
tfulp@lc.usbr.gov.
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R & D
DDT, Other Contaminants in 
“Pristine” Western Waters

Although banned since 1972, the 
pesticide DDT recently has been found 
at high concentrations in fish in remote 
lakes of western national parks. The 
finding was part of a six-year federal 
study of airborne contaminants in 20 
national parks in the West and Alaska.

The Western Airborne Contaminants 
Assessment Project (WACAP) was 
initiated to determine the risk to 
ecosystems and food webs in western 
national parks from the long-range 
transport of airborne contaminants. 
It was designed and implemented by 
the National Park Service’s (NPS) Air 
Resources Division in cooperation 
with many western national parks, 
the Environmental Protection Agency, 
U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Forest 
Service, Oregon State University, 
and University of Washington.

In February, NPS announced key 
findings of the study. Of over 100 
organic contaminants tested, 70 were 
found at detectable levels in snow, 
aquatic vegetation, lake sediment, and 
fish. Most concentrations were below 
levels of concern, but some appear to 
be accumulating in fish to the extent 
that they exceed thresholds for fish-
eating wildlife and human consumption. 
Evidence suggests that the contaminants 
came from as far as Europe and Asia, and 
as near as the local county. The presence 
of contaminants in snow was well-
correlated to nearby agricultural areas.

The contaminants of highest concerns 
for humans and wildlife were mercury, 
Dieldrin (an insecticide banned in 
1987), and DDT. These compounds 
exceeded the human risk threshold for 
either subsistence or recreational fish 
consumption in certain fish (mostly 
trout) in national parks in Alaska, 
California, Montana, and Washington.

Visit www.nature.nps.gov/air/.

Stationarity is Dead

Such is the argument put forth by seven 
distinguished scientists in a two-page policy 
forum in the February issue of Science. 
Their point is that we can no longer expect 
natural systems to “fluctuate within an 
unchanging envelope of variability”—the 
definition of stationarity. Why? Because 
the human impact on the Earth’s climate 
is altering how natural systems function 
beyond the natural variability of the historic 
records from which we based the design 
of our water management systems. 

So what? Our water supply, water 
management, and flood control systems 
have been designed and built to 
accommodate certain levels of risks. Those 
risks were developed from probability 
distribution functions (PDFs) of the 
historic record (measured by instruments) 
of such parameters as annual total and 
peak annual streamflow. The PDF 
provides engineers the boundaries—or 
envelope—within which they assume 
the natural system will fluctuate, and 
they design their systems accordingly.

But the boundaries are being broken; 
climate is changing. Greater variability 
in precipitation, evapotranspiration, and 
streamflow is occurring, straining—and 
sometimes exceeding—the capacity of 
our infrastructure. It no longer makes 
sense to design systems based on the 
historic record, and a new period of 
stationarity is not likely, given that the 
climate will continue to change for 
some time even if all anthropogenic 
contributions cease immediately.

How can we cope? The article’s authors 
offer several ways forward. Tradeoffs 
between costs, risks, benefits, and 
uncertainty must be evaluated. Stochastic 
models can be used to describe the 
temporal evolution of the PDFs of changing 
hydrologic variables. Paleoclimate data 
can be used to extend the historic record. 
Climate-change information needs to 
be more quickly and clearly conveyed 
to water managers. Climate models are 

needed at higher resolutions to be useful 
to water managers, and they need to better 
represent and respond not only to natural 
surface-water and groundwater processes, 
but also to infrastructure, water use by 
various sectors, and land-cover changes. 
Finally, continuous data records must be 
maintained to provide critical input to 
models, especially as conditions change.

See Milly, P.C.D., J. Betancourt, M. Felkenmark, 
R.M. Hirsch, and others, 2008. Stationarity is dead: 
whither water management?, Science, 319:573-574, 
www.sciencemag.org.

High-Flow Experiment 
Performed in Grand Canyon

In early March, the U.S. Department of 
the Interior performed a high-flow test in 
Grand Canyon National Park. The goal of 
the experiment was to better understand 
whether higher flows can be used to 
rebuild eroded beaches downstream 
of Glen Canyon Dam by moving sand 
accumulated in the riverbed onto sandbars. 
The experiment and associated research 
activities were undertaken cooperatively 
by Interior’s U.S. Geological Survey, 
Bureau of Reclamation, National Park 
Service, and Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Water was released by Reclamation from 
both the Glen Canyon Dam powerplant 
and bypass tubes at a maximum rate 
of approximately 41,500 cubic feet per 
second (cfs) for about 60 hours. For 
comparison, releases from Glen Canyon 
Dam have generally ranged between 
8,000 and 20,000 cfs since 1996. 

Previous high-flow tests were conducted 
in 1996 and 2004. The 1996 test ran 
for eight days at around 45,000 cfs, and 
the 2004 test ran for 60 hours at about 
41,000 cfs. Scientists said the 2008 
experiment differed from previous tests 
because more sand was available to 
rebuild sandbars. As of January 2008, sand 
supplies in the river were at a 10-year 
high, with a volume of around 2.7 million 
tons—about twice the amount available 
in 2004 due to tributary inflows below 
the dam over the previous 16 months. 
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continued on next page

Before-and-after photos and time-lapse 
videos taken at various points in the 
canyon show how the shoreline changed 
in the first month after the flood. In some 
places sand accumulated and in others 
it eroded; USGS scientists said in an 
early April press conference that it was 
too early to determine the net effect of 
the flood on restoring shoreline beaches. 
However, they noted that the sandbars 
created after the 1996 high flow had 
much steeper faces than those that formed 
in the 2004 and 2008 events, likely due 
to variations in sand supply and the 
magnitude and length of the events. 

Studies being performed in conjunction 
with the test include documenting habitat 
changes to determine how backwater 
habitats are used by native and non-
native fishes, and looking at how higher 
flows affect the aquatic food base, 
rainbow trout recruitment and emigration, 
riparian vegetation, non-native fishes, 

and archaeological resources in close 
proximity to the Colorado River. Data 
will be collected through fall 2008, and 
initial reports are expected to be released 
in late 2008 and 2009. The next high 
flow release is scheduled for 2012.

Visit www.gcmrc.gov/research/high_flow/2008. 

Copper May Inhibit Effects of 
Endocrine Disruptors

Results of a study published recently in 
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry 
indicate that the presence of copper 
may inhibit the effects of endocrine-
disrupting compounds (EDCs) on aquatic 
ecosystems. The investigation was 
performed by scientists in China using 
four targeted EDCs. EDCs are increasingly 
being detected in wastewater that is 
released into aquatic environments, where 
they can cause estrogenic activities that 
impair the reproductive systems of aquatic 

species. According to the researchers, 
copper is often present in aquatic systems 
at part-per-billion concentrations, where it 
interacts with various organic compounds. 

The researchers studied the specific 
reactions copper undergoes with the 
four EDCs. They found that copper-
EDC complexes have less estrogenic 
activities than noncomplexed EDCs, 
leading them to conclude that the 
presence of copper causes a reduced 
combination effect with EDCs in water.

See Park, J.Y., B.C. Lee, J.S. Ra, and others, 2008. 
Effect of copper complexation on the estrogenic 
activities of endocrine-disrupting compounds using 
E-screen bioassay, Envir. Tox. And Chem., 27(3): 
535-541.

Chromium Removal Test Begins

In February, Glendale [California] Water 
and Power (GWP) began a pilot test to 
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R & D (continued)
remove hexavalent chromium (chromium 6) 
from groundwater. The testing process, 
called modified reduction-coagulation-
filtration (RCF), adds a reducing agent and 
an iron compound to convert chromium 6 
in groundwater to harmless chromium 3, 
then filters out the iron and chromium 3. 
The traditional RCF process has proved 
successful in industrial-scale installations 
in the United States. The modified process 
was adapted for drinking-water applications 
and achieves far greater chromium 6 
removal at a much lower cost, according 
to a City of Glendale press release. 

Glendale, in coordination with Los Angeles 
and Burbank, has been researching 
technologies to remove chromium 6 from 
drinking water. Much of the groundwater 
supplies in the San Fernando Valley have 
been contaminated with various chemicals, 
including chromium 6, from past industrial 
waste disposal practices. Peter Kavounas, 
Water Services Administrator for GWP, 
noted that the potential for nationwide 
application of the results accounts for 
financial participation from many national 
agencies in this study. The $4.5 million 
research effort has been funded by the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
State of California Proposition 50 water 
bonds, the American Water Works 
Research Foundation, and businesses 
and cities in the San Fernando Valley. 

Small-scale testing began at the University 
of Colorado and progressed to larger-scale 
testing at Glendale’s Water Treatment Plant 
and other locations. The next step will be 
large demonstration-scale installations at 
a well site in Los Angeles and adjacent 
to the Glendale Water Treatment Plant. 
Construction of demonstration facilities 
was expected to begin this summer. 

Visit www.ci.glendale.ca.us/mgmt-svcs/press_release.
asp?AnnouncementID=554.

Value of Playas for 
Recharge Studied

Tens of thousands of playa lakes dot the 
Southern High Plains, and Agricultural 

Research Service (ARS) plant physiologist 
Dennis Gitz is investigating their role 
in aquifer recharge. The ephemeral 
lakes form when rainwater fills natural 
clay depressions. Gitz found that this 
water flows continually, if slowly, down 
into the underlying Ogallala aquifer.

The recharge rate for cropland over 
the Ogallala is negligible due to 
evapotranspiration. Part of the question 
is whether the recharge rate of playas 
is significant enough to warrant their 
protection by adding filtering borders of 
gamagrass or switchgrass. Grass borders 
would ensure that playas continue to add 
significant amounts of clean water to the 
Ogallala and help extend its useful life.

To measure the recharge rate of the 
Ogallala for both cropland and playas, Gitz 
and colleagues from Texas Tech University 
are using soil temperature probes to track 
rainwater’s downward movement through 
soil. They have installed instruments to 
monitor weather conditions and water 
levels at 14 playas and are developing 
instruments for 16 more. The data will 
be used to calculate infiltration as the 
difference between expected water 
evaporation rates and actual water losses. 

Read more at www.ars.usda.gov/is/AR/archive/apr08/
aquifer0408.htm.

Study Evaluates Augmentation 
Options

During the recent years of drought in 
the Southwest, the seven Colorado River 
Basin states watched reservoir levels 
in lakes Powell and Mead drop, and 
recognized the importance of not only 
reaching agreement on how to share 
shortages of Colorado River water, but 
also of identifying other sources of water 
for the Southwest. The states funded 
engineering firms CH2MHill and Black & 
Veatch to evaluate potential measures that 
could be used to augment the water supply. 
The results were released last spring. 

Twelve augmentation options were 
evaluated according to the criteria of 

water supply benefit; water quality; and 
technical, reliability, environmental, 
and permitting issues. The analysis 
only considered technical aspects 
for water managers; it did not make 
recommendations, prioritize options, or 
consider cost. The most reliable options 
were judged to be brackish and ocean 
water desalination, conjunctive use 
(water banking), reduction of power-
plant consumptive use, and water reuse. 
Coalbed methane-produced water and 
stormwater storage were judged least 
reliable, and reservation evaporation 
control, river basin imports, vegetation 
management (such as saltcedar removal), 
water imports from ocean routes (undersea 
aqueduct, tanker transport, water bags, 
iceberg towing), and weather modification 
(cloud seeding) were judged to have 
moderate or variable reliability. 

The complete report can be requested from SNWA at 
www.snwa.com/html/wr_colrvr_augmentation.html. A 
summary table is available at www.snwa.com/assets/
pdf/augmentation_summary.pdf. 

USGS Releases GWFLOW

The USGS recently released a new model 
to simulate groundwater and surface-water 
interactions. Ground-water and Surface-
water FLOW (GSFLOW) simultaneously 
accounts for climatic conditions, runoff 
across the land surface, subsurface 
flow and storage, and the connections 
among terrestrial systems, streams, lakes, 
wetlands, and groundwater. It is applicable 
to watersheds that range from a few square 
miles to several thousand, and for time 
periods of months to several decades.

The model will be used to examine water 
availability under USGS’s proposed 
Water for America Initiative. A major 
aspect of the initiative, which would 
complete a comprehensive census of the 
nation’s water resources in the next ten 
years, is to investigate how groundwater 
and surface-water interactions affect the 
overall availability of the resource.

GSFLOW is available for no charge at 
water.usgs.gov/nrp/gwsoftware/gsflow/gsflow.html.
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Company Line
Helm Change at Basin Water

Basin Water Inc., a water treatment 
company based in Rancho Cucamonga, 
California, recently announced the 
appointment of Michael M. Stark as 
Chief Executive Officer. He replaced 
Peter L. Jensen, who resigned as 
CEO and chairman of the board. 

Stark had been the president and chief 
operating officer of the company since 
2006. Prior to joining Basin Water, 
he was president and CEO of Veolia 
Water North America, a water services 
company that was once part of USFilter. 

Jensen had been CEO since he founded 
Basin Water in 1999. He will remain 
on the company’s board of directors 
but planned to join Empire Water 
Corporation, which was recently 
created to acquire and develop water 
resources in Southern California. 

Visit www.basinwater.com. 

CH2M Hill Gets New Mexico 
Diversion Project

In March, CH2M Hill was selected 
to design and build the Buckman 
Direct Diversion Project (BDD), a 
$181 million water treatment project 
that will divert water from the Rio 
Grande River and deliver it to residents 
and businesses in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, and Santa Fe County.

The city and county currently depend 
on groundwater wells and reservoirs on 
the Santa Fe River. The BDD project 
will add about 8,730 acre-feet of surface 
water per year and allow Santa Fe and 
Santa Fe County to reduce their reliance 
on groundwater resources. The BDD 
will divert water from the Rio Grande, 
pipe it underground to a water treatment 
plant near the Municipal Recreational 
Complex, then treat and deliver the water 
to customers in the city and county. 

The company will design and build a raw 
water intake on the Rio Grande River; 

two high head booster pump stations; a 15 
million-gallon-per-day membrane, ozone, 
and granular activated carbon treatment 
plant; and two treated water pump stations. 
It will also lay approximately 13 miles of 
30-inch raw water pipeline and 14 miles 
of 16- to 30-inch treated water pipeline. 
Construction is expected to being this 
year and be completed in January 2011. 

In other company news, CH2M Hill 
announced the promotion of Martin 
Nicholson to Regional Manager of 
the firm’s nine-state Southwestern 
U.S. Region. Based in Redding, 
California, Nicholson has been with 
the company nearly 30 years. 

Visit www.ch2m.com.

2015 N. Forbes Ave. Suite 105
Tucson, Arizona 85745

Phone: 520.628.9330  •  Fax: 520.628.1122
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In Print & Online
Addressing Subsurface Cleanup 
in the Southwest

Proceedings of the Desert Remedial Action 
Technologies Workshop

U.S. EPA

This workshop, held in Phoenix in 
October 2007, was sponsored by U.S. 
EPA and the Arizona Department 
of Environmental Quality. Desert 
environments present unique challenges 
to subsurface cleanup. Groundwater 
can be extremely deep and the presence 
of clays and fractured rock can 
reduce the effectiveness of standard 
cleanup technologies. The goal of the 
workshop was to gather experts on 
remediation in desert environments 
and exchange ideas for remediating 
soil and groundwater. The scope was 
limited to sites with volatile organic 
compounds, perchlorate, and chromium, 
as these contaminants present some of 
the greatest challenges for cleanup. 

The proceedings (27 pages) are available at 
www.epa.gov/osp/presentations/drat/D-RAT_
Workshop_Proceedings_(Oct_2-4,_07).pdf.

Will Natural Attenuation Work?

Metal Attenuation Processes at Mining Sites 

U.S. EPA

This report, released in October 
2007, was published by the U.S. 
EPA Ground Water Forum and the 
National Risk Management Research 
Laboratory. It provides scientists and 
engineers who are responsible for 
assessing remediation technologies 
with background information on 
monitored natural attenuation 
processes at mining-impacted sites. 
Key issues concerning the application 
of natural attenuation for inorganic 
contaminants are discussed, such as the 
geochemical mechanisms responsible 
for attenuation, attenuation capacity, 
monitoring parameters, and evaluating 
whether attenuated metal and metalloid 
contaminants will remain immobile. 

The 13-page paper (EPA 600-R-07-092) is available 
at www.epa.gov/ada/download/issue/600R07092.pdf.

Help for Watershed Restoration

Integrating Water and Waste Programs to 
Restore Watersheds: A Guide for Federal and 
State Project Managers

U.S. EPA

This document, produced jointly by 
U.S. EPA’s Office of Solid Waste 
and Emergency Response and Office 
of Water, was designed to enhance 
coordination across EPA, state, and local 
waste and water programs with respect 
to requirements, objectives, funding 
sources, and implementation activities. It 
provides guidelines for conducting cross-
programmatic watershed assessments 
and cleanups in watersheds with both 
water and waste program issues, and 
provides tools for enhancing program 
integration. In addition, the document 
suggests ways to integrate and optimize 
assessment and cleanup activities.

The 197-page report and appendices are available at 
www.epa.gov/superfund/resources/integrating.htm.

Federal Rulings Impact
Southwest Waters

Imperiled Treasures: How Recent Supreme 
Court Decisions and Agency Actions Have 
Endangered Southwest Waters and Wildlife

National Wildlife Federation, Ducks Unlimited, 
Trout Unlimited, and New Mexico Wildlife 
Federation

According to this February 2008 report, 
recent federal actions threaten the 
protection that the Clean Water Act has 
provided Southwest waters for 30 years. 
The report details how two Supreme 
Court decisions, Solid Waste Agency 
of Northern Cook County v. U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (2001) and Rapanos 
v. United States (2006) jeopardized 
many of the nation’s waters, such as 
intermittent and ephemeral streams 
and so-called “isolated” wetlands. 

In response to these decisions, the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and 
the U.S. EPA issued guidance that 

GROUNDWATER: Challenges to Meeting Our Future Needs 
September 24-26, 2008

GROUNDWATER: Challenges to Meeting Our Future Needs 
September 24-26, 2008

17th GRA Annual Meeting and Conference

Hilton Orange County/Costa Mesa
Costa Mesa, CA

Groundwater Resources Association of CA

916.446.3626  |  www.grac.org 

SESSION TOPICS WILL INCLUDE:
Groundwater Storage and ASR

California Groundwater Challenges
Recycled Water Reuse for Recharge

Groundwater Protection and Remediation
Emerging Technologies and Issues

Special Collegiate Session
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has directly affected waters in the 
Southwest. In 2003, according to the 
report, agency guidance effectively 
removed protections for about 20 
million acres of so-called geographically 
“isolated” waters like playa lakes 
and wetlands. The authors state that 
guidance issued in 2007 makes it nearly 
impossible to protect many intermittent 
and ephemeral streams, headwater 
streams, and neighboring wetlands.

According to the report, the Southwest 
has a disproportionate number of the 
types of waters that are at risk of losing 
federal protection because of the new 
agency guidance. The situation is 
compounded by prolonged drought and 
often weak state-level water protection 
in the region. The report describes 
specific impacts in Arizona, California, 
Nevada, New Mexico, and Texas.

The 28-page report is available at www.nwf.org/
nwfwebadmin/binaryVault/SW_WATER_REPORT.pdf.

Are Just a Few Bugs OK?

Clean Water: What is Acceptable Risk? 

Mark Lechevallier and Merry Buckley, published 
by the American Society for Microbiology

This report, based on a colloquium held in 
October 2006, examines the risks related 
to pathogens in water supplies and puts 
forth the following recommendations:

• Numerical guidelines, such as EPA’s 
microbial water guidance of one 
illness per 10,000 individuals in a 
given year, are useful benchmarks, 
but may not be suitable for all water 
exposures. Additional research is 
needed to validate guidelines and 
ensure they reflect realistic goals. 

• The process of setting water quality 
standards should strive to include 
responsibility for developing and 
implementing special methods to protect 
sensitive subpopulations. However, 
equitable standards are meaningless if 
society cannot afford to meet them. 

• The indicator organisms that are 
currently available are not adequate for 
developing microbial risk assessments 
of water. Such assessments should 
instead rely on measurements of 
the presence of specific pathogen 
strains. Rapid, inexpensive, easy-to-
use, and easy-to-interpret analytical 
methods for specific pathogens or 
“marker” pathogens are needed.

• Microbial risk assessment should 
broaden the use of available 
epidemiologic data. Studies are 
needed to integrate outbreak data to 
better estimate microbial infectivity 
under real-world conditions and 
to evaluate infectivity and dose 
response for waterborne pathogens. 

• An international database of readily 
assessable pathogen occurrence 
in drinking water and ambient 
waters should be established. 

continued on next page
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In Print & Online (continued)
Making such data widely available 
would better inform microbial risk 
assessment and risk management 
and enable the implementation of 
effective public health initiatives.

• Improved monitoring designs are needed 
that can capture spatial and temporal 
variability in pathogen populations. 
More data and analytical techniques 
are needed that can improve microbial 
risk assessment about such variations – 
especially for variations in water quality 
in drinking-water distribution systems. 

• Research is still needed to determine 
the dose-response relationships for 
many important waterborne pathogens. 
Variability in dose-response results 
among the strains of the same pathogen 
should also be investigated. 

• Credible animal models need to be 
developed. Concurrently, researchers 
must begin to explore animal-free 
modeling, including tissue cultures, 
3-D cell systems, and other in-vitro 
assays and validate these approaches 
for animal and human models. 

• An independent microbial risk 
assessment advisory board that 
includes members from industry 
and academia and has international 

representation, is needed to foster 
more consistent use of the best 
techniques for evaluating the problems 
of public health and ambient water.

• The general public needs to know 
basic information about their source 
and treatment of drinking water, the 
need for future treatment upgrades and 
infrastructure enhancements, and the 
fundamentals of microbial risk and 
assessment. Public communication 
about water-related risks should deliver 
information in the appropriate context. 

The 24-page report is available at www.asm.org.

Gold Rush Impacts, Solutions 
Set Forth

Mining’s Toxic Legacy: An Initiative to 
Address Mining Toxins in the Sierra Nevada 

Sierra Fund

In March, the Sierra Fund released 
this report that looks at the long-term 
impacts of the Gold Rush on the culture, 
environment, and health of Californians. 
The report covers environmental 
impacts of historic mining techniques, 
such as using hydraulic canons to 
blow down the sides of mountains. It 
documents the distribution of toxins 

associated with mining, such as mercury 
and naturally occurring arsenic and 
asbestos. The report lays out four 
strategic recommendations for action 
in the areas of increased collaboration 
and research, improved outreach and 
education, improved education in the 
medical community, and reformed and 
funded governmental programs. 

The 86-page report is available at 
www.sierrafund.org/campaigns/mining. 

USGS Map Tracks Floodwaters

WaterWatch

U.S. Geological Survey

USGS recently developed an online map 
that tracks flood conditions across the 
country. The map identifies stream gauges 
that show the current flow to be 95 to 
98 percent of the historic daily mean 
flow for all days of the year, those at 
99 percent or higher, and those at flood 
stage. Color codes make it easy to see 
where floods are occurring. This map is 
an addition to the agency’s WaterWatch 
suite of web-based streamflow products, 
a continuing effort to assist the 
National Weather Service in making 
accurate and timely flood forecasts. 

Other information available from the 
WaterWatch website include current 
flood levels, historical peaks, and NWS 
flood forecast information for each USGS 
stream gauge. Monthly flood reports are 
also available that include maximum 
flows and compare the data made at each 
station to previous years’ observations. 

Access the flood tracker at water.usgs.gov/waterwatch/
?m=flood%2Cmap&r=us&w=real%2Cmap. 

Access National TMDL Info

TMDL Knowledgebase Clearinghouse

Virginia Tech 

Virginia Tech’s Center for Total Maximum 
Daily Load (TMDL) and Watershed 
Studies developed an online database to 
house selected TMDL-related information 
and documents in one central location. 
The searchable site contains TMDL 
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guidance documents, reviews, and 
summaries of TMDL-related technical 
and trade literature, and state-by-state 
summaries of TMDL programs. State 
summaries are updated regularly for 
all 50 states and include the approach 
and methodology used to develop the 
TMDLs. In total, about 500 documents 
are available within this database. 

Access the clearinghouse at 
www.tmdl.bse.vt.edu/site/knowledgebase/.

New CA Ecosystem/Water Blog

On the Water Front

Environmental Defense Fund

This blog addresses the protection of 
California’s ecosystems and ways to 
provide reliable water supplies for 
farms and cities. Numerous EDF staff 
members contribute. Recent posts have 
focused primarily on issues concerning 
management of the Sacramento-San 
Joaquin Bay-Delta and the plight of 

salmon and salmon fishermen up north.

Visit environmentaldefenseblogs.org/waterfront/.

New Online Drinking Water 
Journal

Drinking Water Engineering and Science

TU Delft and UNESCO-IHE

Researchers can now read scientific 
articles on drinking water treatments for 
free in this international online journal. 
Major subject areas include water sources, 
treatment, substances (contaminants), 
distribution, tools, and applications. 
The aim of this joint initiative of the 
Delft University of Technology (TU 
Delft) and UNESCO Institute for Water 
Education (UNESCO-IHE) is to increase 
accessibility to scientific publications, 
especially for researchers in developing 
countries. Articles are subject to a peer 
review by three referees, and authors pay 
for publication (cost is about €400 for a 

10-page article). Unpublished articles are 
placed on the discussion section of the site.

Access the journal at www.drinking-water-
engineering-and-science.net.

Plenty of Help for Small 
Water Systems

Small Systems Information and Guidance 

U.S. EPA

EPA has a wealth of information available 
on this website for anyone involved in 
small water systems. Major categories 
include tools to help manage a small 
system; tools to help implement drinking 
water regulations; and information about 
capacity development, affordability and 
rate setting, small systems, tribal systems, 
and variances and exemptions. Within 
each category are numerous links to 
guidance documents and other resources. 

Visit www.epa.gov/safewater/smallsys/ssinfo.htm.

Ground-water recharge in the arid and semiarid Southwestern United States, edited by D.A. 
Stonestrom, J. Constantz, T.P.A. Ferre, and S.A. Leake

http://pubs.usgs.gov/pp/pp1703

Bathymetric survey and storage capacity of Upper Lake Mary near Flagstaff, Arizona, by N.J. 
Hornewer and M.E. Flynn.

http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2008/1098

Dissolved-solids transport in surface water of the Muddy Creek Basin, Utah, by S.J. Gerner

http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2008/5001

Traveltime for the Truckee River between Tahoe City, California, and Vista, Nevada, 2006 and 
2007, by E. J. Crompton

http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2008/1084/

Water resources of the Basin and Range carbonate-rock aquifer system, White Pine County, 
Nevada, and adjacent areas in Nevada and Utah, edited by A.H. Welch, D.J. Bright, and L.A. 
Knochenmus

http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2007/5261

Availability, sustainability, and suitability of ground water, Rogers Mesa, Delta County, 
Colorado: Types of analyses and data for use in subdivision water-supply reports, by K.R. 
Watts

http://pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2008/5020
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T H E  C A L E N D A R

 July 6-10  Numerous agencies and organizations. Computational Methods in Water Resources: XVII International Conference. San Francisco, 

CA. www-esd.lbl.gov/CMWR08/

 July 14-18  HCI Publications. HydroVision 2008. Sacramento, CA. www.hcipub.com/hydrovision/

 July 26-30  Soil and Water Conservation Society. 2008 Annual Conference. Tucson, AZ. www.swcs.org/en/conferences/2008_annual_conference/

 July 28-August 1  Princeton Groundwater Inc. Pollution and Hydrology Course. San Francisco, CA. princeton-groundwater.com/pollution-and-hydrology-course.htm

 August 12  New Mexico Water Resources Research Institute. 2008 New Mexico Water Research Symposium. Socorro, NM. 

wrri.nmsu.edu/conf/tc08/symposium.html

 August 12-13  Groundwater Resources Association of California. Climate Change: Implications for California Groundwater Management. 

Sacramento, CA. www.grac.org/climate.asp

 September 7-10  WateReuse Association. 23rd Annual WateReuse Symposium: Water Reuse and Desalination. Dallas, TX. 

www.watereuse.org/2008Symposium/Index.html

 September 15-18  National Ground Water Association. Fundamentals (Sept. 15-16) and Applications (Sept. 17-18) of Ground Water Geochemistry (short 

course). Denver, CO. www.ngwa.org/development/shortcourses/FundamentalsGroundWaterGeochemistry235.aspx

 September 15-20  Association of Environmental and Engineering Geologists. 51st Annual Meeting. New Orleans, LA. 

www.aegweb.org/i4a/pages/Index.cfm?pageID=3836

 September 20-24  Arizona Hydrological Society and American Institute of Professional Geologists. 2008 Annual Symposium: Changing Waterscapes and 

Water Ethics for the 21st Century. Flagstaff, AZ. www.aipg.org/2008/AIPG-AHS-3IPGC.htm

 September 22-24  Groundwater Resources Association of California. Principles of Groundwater Flow and Transport Modeling. Redwood City, CA. 

www.grac.org/modeling.asp

 September 24-26  Groundwater Resources Association of California. 17th GRA Annual Meeting and Conference - Groundwater: Challenges to Meeting 

Our Future Needs. Costa Mesa, CA. www.grac.org/am08.asp

 October 2- 3  National Ground Water Association and U.S. EPA. Remediation of Abandoned Mine Lands Conference. Denver, CO. 

www.ngwa.org/development/conferences/NGWAEPARemediationAbandonedMineLandsConference5019.aspx

 October 5- 9  Geological Society of America and other organizations. 2008 Joint Meeting: Celebrating the International Year of Planet Earth. 

Houston, TX. www.acsmeetings.org/2008/

 October 7- 9  Instream Flow Council. FLOW 2008: Interdisciplinary Solutions to Instream Flow Problems. San Antonio, TX. 

www.instreamflowcouncil.org/flow2008/

 October 8-10  Southern Nevada Water Authority and U.S. EPA. WaterSmart Innovations Conference and Exposition. Las Vegas, NV. 

www.WaterSmartInnovations.com

 October 13-15  National Ground Water Association. International Conference on Nonrenewable Ground Water Resources. Portland, OR. 

www.ngwa.org/development/conferences/NGWAInternationalConferenceNonrenewableGroundWater.aspx

 October 15-16  Groundwater Resources Association of California. Applications of Optimization Techniques to Groundwater Projects. Sacramento, CA. 

www.grac.org/optimization.asp

 October 20-22  New Mexico Water Resources Research Institute. 53rd Annual New Mexico Water Conference. Albuquerque, NM. 

wrri.nmsu.edu/conf/conf08/conf.html

 October 30-November 1  California Groundwater Association. 60th Annual CGA Convention and Trade Show. Sparks, NV. www.groundh2o.org/events/events.html

 November 12-13  Water Environment Association of Texas and AWWA. San Joaquin River Restoration Tour. Fresno, CA area. 

www.water-ed.org/tours.asp#sanjoaquin

 November 17-20  American Water Resources Association. 2008 AWRA Annual Water Resources Conference. New Orleans, LA. 

www.awra.org/meetings/NewOrleans2008/

 November 19-20  Groundwater Resources Association of California. Emerging Contaminants 2008. San Jose, CA. www.grac.org

JULY 2008  

AUGUST 2008

SEPTEMBER 2008

OCTOBER 2008

NOVEMBER 2008
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"promoting geological sciences through continuing education"

Improving Your Personal and Project Management Skills  
for Environmental and Engineering Projects

Instructors:

An intensive two-day short course

Managing ory, and computer analysis places 
unique demands on project managers for environmental and engineering projects .  Despite meeting 
schedule and budget, you might often have felt pressure to get more from yourself and your team, 
and that you could have been more successful in developing client relationships to achieve better 

managers that will enable you to learn - and practice - new project management skills designed to 

You'll gain a clear understanding of why the art of  delegation is so important for project 

providing a context of the work in the overall project strategy, providing the necessary material so that 
the delegee can complete the task, and guidance as to what is expected and how it is to be presented 

for your subcontractors, clients and your supervisor.  And you'll discover how your individual 

GEOSCIENCES
midwest

groupwww.midwestgeo.com

16 Contact Hours
1.6 CEUs

Bill Truby

Joann Truby

Dan Kelleher

Truby Achievement Center

Truby Achievement Center

Earth Tech, Inc.

Date:

Location:

September 24 & 25, 2008

University of California, 
Berkeley

Everything I learned in this class will be beneficial to me personally, “The communication tools apply to all fields and make 
project tasks easer”
-Rachael Berthiame, V3 Consultants

my co-workers, my company, my clients and my projects. 

I highly recommend this course to any project manager.

- Karen Kajenke, Environmental Assessment & Remediation, Inc.

Register Now at:

www.midwestgeo.com
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RockWare.com
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It’s Not Just Software. . .
It’s RockWare.

For Over 24 Years.

Since 1983

RockWorks™

Hydrogeological Data Management, Analysis & Visualization
• Powerful well-based data 
  manager includes;
  - Lithology
  - Stratigraphy
  - Hydro/Geochemistry
  - Geotechnical Data (e.g. 
    compaction)
  - Oriented Fractures
  - Water Levels
  - Downhole Geophysics
• Create well logs, cross-sections, 
  fence diagrams and 3D models
• Solid modeling for complex plume characterization
• Contour data in 2D and 3D
• Includes RockWorks Utilities
Free trial available at www.rockware.com.

$2,499

PetraSim™

A Preprocessor and Postprocessor for TOUGH2, T2VOC, TMVOC & 
TOUGHREACT, TOUGH-FX/
HYDRATE, and TETRAD

• Model multi-component fl uid 
  fl ow, heat transfer and reactive 
  transport process
• Saturated and unsaturated 
  conditions
• Fractured and porous media
• Mesh generation, parameter 
  defi nition, and display of 
  results

Call for Pricing

RockWorks Utilities™

An Indispensible Collection of Modeling, Analysis, and Display Tools

• Point maps
• Contour maps
• 3D surfaces
• Gridding tools
• Solid models
• Volumetrics
• Piper/Stiff plots
• Rose diagrams
• Stereonet diagrams

Free trial available at www.rockware.com.

$599

AqQA™

Spreadsheet for Water Analysis

• Create Piper diagram, Stiff 
  diagram, Ternary, and eight 
  other plot types
• Instant unit conversion – shift 
  effortlessly among units
• Check water analyses for 
  internal consistency
• Manage water data in a 
  spreadsheet

Free trial available at www.rockware.com.

$249

New Version!
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